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Abstract
The role of argumentation in supporting various forms of interaction among possibly conflict-
ing autonomous agents has been explicitly recognized in the literature. In argumentation, conflict
management is carried out by the formal process of defeat status computation. In this paper we con-
sider the generalization of this process to a distributed setting. We show that significant stabilization
problems may arise even in relatively simple cases. A fundamental negative result is then proved:
no general self-stabilizing algorithm exists for distributed defeat status computation, indicating that
self-stabilizing algorithms for this problem can be defined only under specific conditions. Accord-
ingly, we focus on two cases: an algorithm tailored to a specific family of inference graphs, that
include only rebutting defeaters, and an algorithm that applies to any inference graph, also including
undercutting defeaters, but may provide (cautiously) incorrect results for some nodes. For both al-
gorithms the worst-case round complexity is analyzed and it is proved that no algorithms with lower
complexity exist for the same tasks.
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Conflicts arise in everyday life when distinct autonomous subjects disagree, for what-
ever reasons, about opinions, objectives, possession or use of goods, and many other
possible matters of controversy. The ability to manage and (where possible) solve conflicts
is in fact among the most important social skills. Similarly, conflicts play an important role
in multi-agent systems, where autonomous software components, holding distinct beliefs
and endowed with different resources, coexist and pursue individual goals. The existence
of conflicts is strictly related to two basic conditions:
• the presence of some form of autonomy of the agents, for example in acquiring infor-
mation, in making decisions or in executing plans of actions;
• the need for the agents to interact, for example to exchange knowledge or resources or
to compete for them, in order to reach their goals.
Conflict resolution models and techniques are receiving an increasing attention in multi-
agent literature. In particular, several works have considered the use of argumentation
theory as a suitable tool to model interaction among autonomous agents [10,35,65].
In classical centralized argumentation systems, two main activities are involved: the
production of new, possibly conflicting, arguments by means of some inferential activity
(argument construction), and the identification of which conclusions are justified, given
the developed arguments and their conflict relationships (defeat status computation). In a
multi-agent setting, this schema needs to be extended to encompass the two basic condi-
tions mentioned above:
• argument construction is distributed among agents, which autonomously produce ar-
guments by means of some internal inferential activity;
• agents interact by exchanging information concerning the produced arguments.
In particular, alternative architectural decisions can be considered as far as information ex-
change is concerned. On the one hand, the exchanged arguments may be either managed
by a centralized entity, which provides a shared store to all the participating agents, or
communication may be carried out directly between agents on a peer-to-peer basis. On the
other hand, agents may be bounded to always exchange entire arguments, including all the
grounds supporting argument conclusion, or may be free to communicate selected infor-
mation about arguments, e.g., conclusions or attack relationships. These structural features
directly affect the way defeat status computation can be carried out: three main cases, cor-
responding to an increasing level of distribution, can be identified in this respect. First, in
the presence of a centralized structure collecting all the exchanged arguments, defeat sta-
tus can be computed by means of a centralized algorithm operating on them and updating
the contents of the structure itself. As a consequence, defeat status computation can be
carried out in an analogous way as in the case of conventional centralized argumentation
systems. In the second case, no global sharing of arguments is assumed, but agents ex-
change directly complete arguments among them. Combining locally produced arguments
with the ones received from others, each agent achieves a partial view of the whole set
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guments corresponding to its partial view. This way, defeat status computation is carried
out autonomously by multiple agents, possibly with different results about the same con-
clusion. This can be done by replicating the execution of a centralized algorithm within
each agent. Finally, a more complicated case arises if agents are allowed to exchange, on a
peer-to-peer basis, not necessarily complete arguments but also just conclusions or attack
relationships. In this case, the information necessary to determine the defeat status of ar-
guments is distributed among the agents, therefore defeat status computation can no more
resort to existing centralized algorithms. For instance, an agent may know that an argument
is attacked by another argument whose grounds (and the relevant defeat status) are known
only by another agent: in this case, agents need to exchange messages solely for the sake of
defeat status computation rather than for communicating the existence of new arguments.
As a consequence, a suitable distributed algorithm for defeat status computation is needed.
The above mentioned levels of distribution fit different application contexts. For in-
stance, in the context of modeling scientific inquiry and debate, an instance of the first
approach has been proposed using the notion of Risk Agora [39], a centralized structure
shared by all participants in the debate, that can update the contents of the Agora by show-
ing arguments to the community. The claims supported by the arguments are then assigned
a defeat status value on the basis of rules which take into account the attack relationships
among all the arguments included in the Agora. In the context of multi-agent negotiation,
the presence of such a centralized structure is often not assumed. For instance, in [43]
agents negotiate by exchanging complete arguments concerning their beliefs and inten-
tions: each received argument causes an agent to recompute individually the defeat status
of its arguments. This is an example of the second class considered above. The third case
has received lesser attention in the literature and will be the subject of this paper. Mo-
tivations for pursuing this line of investigation arise from the fact that a further level of
generalization may be required in some contexts, where either agents are not available
to communicate complete arguments or are not interested in receiving them. As to first
point, in [39] it is remarked that “autonomous agents may have many reasons not to share
or pool their knowledge, including legal privacy requirements, national security concerns
or plain self-interest”. Similarly, several assumptions underlying the case of exchange of
complete arguments are explicitly excluded in the context of purchase negotiation analyzed
in [41], where it is assumed that an agent may assert a statement without having an argu-
ment supporting it. As to the second point, acquiring the grounds of a set of conclusions
may be impractical: the information to be exchanged may be beyond the capability of the
receiving agent, either because it is huge or pertinent to a different competence domain.
Therefore, the receiving agent might be interested just in the truth-value of a proposition,
while trusting the informer agent about the existence of a valid argument supporting it.
In most application contexts considered in multi-agent literature, the existence of a
centralized structure or the exchange of complete arguments are appropriate. As a con-
sequence, attention has been focused on the first and second cases mentioned above, where
defeat status computation per se does not pose significant additional complications with
respect to the existing studies concerning the centralized case (e.g., [17,52]). On the other
hand, detailed analyses have been devoted to the use of argumentation with reference to
negotiation strategies [30,43], which can be regarded as rules governing argument produc-
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of argumentation-based dialogues [19,40,61,66] which involve the activity of producing
and exchanging arguments, while defeat status computation does not appear problematic
from this point of view. When considering the third case mentioned above, these results
need to be complemented by identifying and analyzing the challenges inherent in defeat
status computation in this extended context, and by devising proper techniques to cope with
them. These are the main goals of this paper which deals with the problem of defeat status
computation in a distributed setting in its full generality. In this respect, we advocate that a
general distributed argumentation system should satisfy the following basic assumptions:
A: Unlimited cardinality. The multi-agent system can include an arbitrary number of
agents that are involved in the defeat status computation.
B: Autonomy and asynchronism. Agents are autonomous and operate asynchronously: ar-
gument construction and defeat status computation are carried out by each agent
individually, exploiting local information, without assuming any global informa-
tion structure nor any kind of synchronism regarding argumentation activity or
communication.
C: Dynamism. The set of agents involved in the system may vary over time and, because
of their inferential activity, they may continuously produce new arguments. As a
consequence, the set of the arguments and their conflict relationship are dynamic,
that is, may vary over time.
D: Unconstrained communication. No constraints are imposed to the communication ac-
tivity among agents; each agent may communicate any piece of information
produced by the argumentation activity to any other agent freely. In particular,
an agent is not required to communicate the complete arguments underlying the
conclusions reached.
Note that, while these assumptions are meant to be as general as possible, the analysis
and results proposed in this paper are not restricted to the extreme cases where all the
components of a multi-agent system fully respect all the assumptions. For instance, we do
not claim that multi-agent systems should be fully distributed, or that systems where any
global information or centralized component is suppressed have better properties than those
including them. Similarly, we do not deny the advantages of communicating complete
arguments. It is however enough that a system includes at least an agent not available to
communicate the grounds of some of its conclusions to make the system belong to the third
case. Similarly, the third case includes situations where some centralization may be present
at the level of groups of agents, rather than at a global system level, as in the case where
distinct communities of agents need to interact. Our analysis covers therefore, along with
fully distributed systems, the hybrid situations where some (or even most) components do
satisfy the hypotheses underlying the first or the second case, but some others do not.
It is relatively easy to show that defeat status computation becomes problematic in this
generalized context: in particular, a major difficulty is represented by situations of insta-
bility which may arise and prevent computation from terminating. Unstable cases may
appear even in absence of inferential activity; as it will be shown in the following, the
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agents, but is inherent in distributed defeat status computation.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the conditions for the existence of self-stabilizing
algorithms [15] for defeat status computation in a distributed context and to study their
properties. For the sake of generality, we base our investigation on two main standpoints:
• we adopt the abstract argumentation systems [67] and inference graph [52] formalisms
as a general model to represent both inferential and attack relationships between argu-
ments;
• we follow the abstract approach of Dung [17] where no assumption is made about
the nature, origin, or representation of arguments, which are simply considered as ele-
ments of a set which may attack each other.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the basic concepts of argumentation
theory and Section 3 introduces the problem of stabilization for defeat status computation
in distributed argumentation: it is shown that, even in relatively simple cases, stabilization
can not always be ensured. Section 4 provides a fundamental negative result: no general
self-stabilizing algorithm exists for distributed defeat status computation with a valid se-
mantics. This result suggests that self-stabilizing algorithms for defeat status computation
assuming a valid semantics can be designed only introducing restrictive conditions. Sec-
tion 5 shows that the grounded semantics should be assumed as the most suitable reference
semantics for the design of distributed defeat status computation algorithms. Section 6
illustrates a first self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status computation which can be cor-
rectly applied to inference graphs with rebutting defeat only, while Section 7 presents an
algorithm that works on any inference graph, and that can provide the correct defeat status
assignment for defeat chains with a length below a given threshold N , while nodes exceed-
ing the threshold may be cautiously labelled as provisionally defeated. For both algorithms
the worst-case round complexity is analyzed and it is proved that no algorithms with a
lower complexity exist for the same tasks. Section 8 provides a comparison with related
works while Section 9 concludes the paper.
2. Argumentation: basic concepts
Argumentation is a framework for defeasible reasoning, where the reasoning activity is
modeled as the process of constructing and comparing arguments for propositions. Ar-
guments are constructed by chaining rules of inference from a given set of premises,
and generally may represent just provisional reasons for their conclusions. As a conse-
quence, different arguments may contradict each other, so that an argumentation semantics
is needed to define the defeat status of each argument, namely to determine whether
it emerges undefeated or not from the conflict with other arguments, and, accordingly,
whether its conclusion should be considered justified or not.
In order to model the process of argument construction, we follow the approach of ab-
stract argumentation systems [3,67] by assuming as background of argumentation activity
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used to construct arguments.
Definition 1 (Argumentation system). An argumentation system is a pair
S = (L, IR)
where L is a language, i.e., a set whose elements are called propositions, and IR is a set
of inference rules of the form I = (φ1, . . . , φn ⇒ φ), where φ1, . . . , φn,φ are propositions
of L.
An argument σ is a tree of chained inference rules, and we denote its conclusion as
concl(σ ), its length as l(σ ) and the set of its subarguments as sub(σ ). Moreover, the set of
immediate subarguments from which concl(σ ) is inferred by means of an inference rule is
denoted as IMM(σ ).
Definition 2 (Argument). An argument σ is:
(1) either an element φ ∈ L (atomic argument); in this case, we define concl(σ ) = φ,
IMM(σ ) = ∅, sub(σ ) = {σ } and l(σ ) = 1;
(2) or a formula of the form σ1, . . . , σn ⇒ φ, where σ1, . . . , σn is a finite sequence of
arguments with conclusions φ1, . . . , φn, and (φ1, . . . , φn ⇒ φ) is an inference rule in
IR. In this case, we define concl(σ ) = φ, IMM(σ ) = {σ1, . . . , σn}, sub(σ ) = {σ } ∪⋃
σi∈IMM(σ ) {sub(σi)} and l(σ ) = max {l(σi) | σi ∈ IMM(σ )} + 1.
Turning now to conflicts between arguments, in this paper we assume, as usual in ar-
gumentation literature (e.g., [20,36,56,57]), that, given a set of arguments A, conflicts can
be modeled by a binary relation of attack Ratt between arguments: Ratt ⊆ A × A, such
that 〈σi, σj 〉 ∈ Ratt if σi attacks σj . In order to ensure a high level of generality, we leave
the meaning of the relation Ratt unspecified. A formal representation of the inference and
attack relationships existing among a set of arguments A is provided by the notion of in-
ference graph [52]:
Definition 3 (Inference graph). Given a set of arguments A, an inference graph for A is a
triple IG(A) = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 where:
• VI is a set of nodes in one-to-one correspondence with A, i.e., such that for each node
αi ∈ VI there is one and only one argument σi ∈A;
• RI ⊆ VI × VI are the inference edges, i.e., 〈αi,αj 〉 ∈ RI iff σi ∈ IMM(σj );
• RDI ⊆ VI × VI are the attack edges, i.e., 〈αi,αj 〉 ∈ RDI iff 〈σi, σj 〉 ∈ Ratt.
Given a node α ∈ VI , the set of its direct defeaters, denoted as d-defeaters(α), is defined
as
d-defeaters(α) = {β | 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI}
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graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 without reference to the corresponding set of arguments. Argu-
ments will be identified with the nodes of the inference graph (that will be called arguments
themselves), and, given a node α ∈ VI , we define l(α), IMM(α) and sub(α) in the obvi-
ous way. A node α ∈ VI is called initial iff d-defeaters(α) = IMM(α) = ∅, i.e., if it has
neither direct defeaters nor subarguments (except itself). We will use double arrows ⇒ to
represent inference edges and simple arrows → for attack edges.
A key feature of argumentation is represented by its nonmonotonic behavior, that pro-
vides the capability of revising the status of a previously derived conclusion if a counterar-
gument emerges. In fact, the reasoning process modeled by argumentation consists of two
main activities:
• argument construction, i.e., the production of new arguments, which are derived by an
inference engine from newly acquired information or from new computations carried
out on already available information: argument construction causes therefore modifi-
cations of the topology of the inference graph; and
• defeat status computation, i.e., the assignment of a defeat status to each argument
of the inference graph according to the adopted argumentation semantics; this corre-
sponds to a labelling of the nodes of the inference graph with symbols that denote
whether the conclusions of the corresponding arguments should be considered as jus-
tified or not.
While argument construction monotonically extends the inference graph, defeat status
computation gives rise to nonmonotonicity, since a node labelled as justified in an inference
graph may be subsequently labelled as not justified in the new modified inference graph.
As stated above, defeat status computation is based on an argumentation semantics
which defines which labels can be assigned to arguments and the conditions under which
a given labelling is appropriate. While different argumentation semantics have been pro-
posed in the literature, some generally accepted properties, common to most of them can
be identified (see [17,59]). In particular we focus on a subset of these properties, ensur-
ing that the results presented in the following sections are applicable to nearly all types of
semantics. We call valid semantics any semantics which satisfies such properties.
Definition 4 (Valid semantics). A semantics is called valid if the defeat status it prescribes
for the nodes of an inference graph satisfies the following properties:
(1) each node is assigned a defeat status belonging to a set which can be partitioned into
two classes, namely a class representing justified arguments and a class representing
rejected arguments, denoted as J and R respectively;
(2) in case the inference graph consists of a cycle of nodes α0 → α1 → α2 → ·· · → α0,
then all nodes in the cycle are rejected;
(3) in case the inference graph consists of a chain of nodes α0 → α1 → α2 → ·· · → αn,
then αi is justified if i is even, otherwise it is nonjustified.
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distinguishing between the arguments a reasoner should accept and those it should reject,
given the current state of information. The second property states that if the nodes of an
inference graph are arranged in a cycle of attack relationships, then they are not justified.
This is the intuitively right assignment, since all arguments in an attack cycle should be
treated equally for obvious symmetry reasons and considering them all justified would
yield a contradiction in the set of justified arguments. Finally, the third property ensures
the desired nonmonotonic behavior of defeat status computation, since it is essential to
guarantee that an argument can be reinstated, i.e., it turns from rejected to justified if all its
attackers are attacked in turn [59]. In fact, α0 is justified as it has no attackers, then α1 is
not justified (as it is attacked by a justified argument), α2 is in turn justified and so on.
3. The problem of stabilization of defeat status computation in distributed
argumentation
Argumentation theory is suitable as a model of practical nonmonotonic reasoning for
agents situated in a dynamic and partially unknown world [54,55]. Each agent continu-
ously acquires new information from the external world, for instance through its sensing
devices, and uses it as a basis for argument construction and the consequent defeat status
computation. At a given instant of time the results of the reasoning activity of an agent
can be represented by an inference graph that includes the set of arguments produced so
far, as well as the inference and attack relationships among them. Moreover, in a multi-
agent system each agent can exploit an additional source of information, represented by
other agents. In general, exchange of information between agents is partial, as stated in
assumption D (Section 1), and can be assumed as made up of elementary communication
acts where an argument (or a part of it, e.g., its conclusion) produced by an agent AGi is
transferred to another agent AGj.
The overall reasoning and communication activity carried out by the agents in a multi-
agent system could be represented, in principle, by a global inference graph where all
inference and attack relationships between arguments produced by different agents are
represented. Centralized algorithms with polynomial complexity for defeat status compu-
tation are available in the literature for the case of grounded semantics [52]. However, due
to the basic assumption that agents operate exploiting local information only (assumption
B, Section 1) and that exchanges may be partial, such a global inference graph cannot be
available to any of the agents. Rather, each agent autonomously operates on a local in-
ference graph, including the arguments it has produced so far and the information it has
acquired from other agents. Remind also that, according to the same assumption, no kind of
global synchronism among agents can be assumed. Argument construction and defeat sta-
tus computation inside each agent, as well as the communication activity between agents,
proceed independently: modifications to local inference graphs and information exchanges
between agents can occur in any order.
The computation of defeat status in a distributed setting, briefly distributed defeat sta-
tus computation, is affected by a fundamental stability problem. In some significant cases
computation may not terminate, i.e., the labels assigned to the nodes of the local infer-
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present in the following subsections two examples of argumentation activity involving
simple multi-agent systems; in both cases the computation of the defeat status incurs a
stabilization problem, which arises even in absence of any new inferential activity.
3.1. Example 1: the distributed paradox of the liar
The first example is an extended version of the well-known paradox of the liar taken
from [53] and adapted to a distributed context.
In the distributed paradox of the liar1 we consider three agents A1, A2 and A3, carrying
out some form of legal reasoning and we suppose that A1 is interested in knowing whether
a certain witness, say Smith, is reliable (for instance, because it wants to exploit a piece
of information communicated by Smith). Let us suppose that A1 has received information
about a testimony of another witness, say Jones, represented by proposition p1 = “Jones
told that Smith is unreliable”: A1 can therefore construct the argument p1 ⇒ p2 for the
conclusion p2 = “Smith is unreliable”. Now, suppose that A1, in order to verify this ar-
gument, asks other agents about the reliability of Jones, and A2, whose knowledge base
includes the proposition p3 = “Robertson told that Jones is unreliable”, constructs the ar-
gument p3 ⇒ p4 for the conclusion p4 = “Jones is unreliable”. As soon as A1 receives
information about p4, it changes the defeat status of the argument supporting p2, which
is defeated by p4, and as a consequence Smith is no more believed to be unreliable. Now,
similarly, A2 acquires information about Robertson from agent A3, whose knowledge base
is supposed to include p5 = “Smith told that Robertson is unreliable”. As a consequence,
on the basis of the argument p5 ⇒ p6 with p6 = “Robertson is unreliable”, A3 communi-
cates p6 to A2, which modifies the status of the argument about Jones and communicates
in turn this modification to A1: now the latter has no more reason to consider defeated its
argument about Smith, who is then believed by A1 to be unreliable. However, A3 may then
ask A1 information about Smith and as a consequence modify the status of its argument
about Robertson, yielding again a modification of the statuses of the arguments of A2 and
A1; but the change of the state of the argument of A1 about Smith is then propagated to
A3, yielding again a modification of the status of all the arguments. We see that, in this
situation, the system will never reach a stable state, but each agent will continue to revise
the status of its conclusion.
The example described above can be modeled by the global inference graph shown in
Fig. 1. Intuitively, the defeat status computed for this graph should not accept any one of
the conclusions p2, p4 or p6: in fact, this is the case according to the semantics that are
most widely accepted in the literature [17,59]. However, in the absence of a global shared
view and of an appropriate distributed algorithm for defeat status computation, the overall
system will never stabilize and each agent Ai will continue to revise the defeat status of its
argument indefinitely. Let us notice again that this problem is not related to the process of
producing inferences, but it affects the computation of the defeat status: the overall system
1 This example bears some resemblance to the Byzantine agreement problem [37,49]. However, the problem we
consider has a different nature: defeat status computation is not related to any agreement and therefore, differently
from the Byzantine agreement problem, its result does not depend on the number of liars.
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will never reach a stable state though the involved agents do not produce arguments any
more.
3.2. Example 2: exchanging resources
The second example concerns agents negotiating in order to exchange resources (see
for instance [43]). In particular, we assume that the three agents A1, A2 and A3, tired of
questioning about unreliable witnesses, decide to have something to eat. Unfortunately,
each one has a couple of food items which do not taste good together, and therefore needs
to obtain a better couple by mutual negotiation. We suppose that negotiation among agents
proceeds by means of exchanges only, i.e., an agent can ask another agent for a particular
food item by offering to it another item. According to our basic assumptions, each agent
is not aware of the messages exchanged between the other ones. For the sake of brevity,
we do not provide a complete formal treatment of the example, but rather an explicative
sketch where the underlying language and inference rules are not made explicit. The full
treatment of a pretty similar example in another domain can be found in [9].
The initial situation is illustrated in Table 1. For each agent, the first row indicates the
owned food items, the second row shows, in order of preference, the food combinations
considered acceptable, while the third row contains partial information about what items
another agent might be available to exchange.
We suppose that each agent manages negotiation as follows. First, it tries to obtain a
food item y by requesting another agent to make an exchange, provided that y is necessary
to compose a good combination (x, y), y is believed to be exchangeable and x is either
Table 1
The initial situation in the food example
A1 A2 A3
Owned bread ham mushrooms
food items pasta jam tomato sauce
Good (pasta, mushrooms) (pasta, tomato sauce) (steak, mushrooms)
combinations (bread, jam) (bread, ham)
Exchange (A2, jam) (A3, tomato sauce) (A1, bread)
possibility
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is already available to it. For instance, it is immediate to see that A1 will request A2 to
exchange jam with pasta, in order to pair it off with bread. The formulation of the proposal
can be conceived as the construction of an argument, which, in a concise form, can be
expressed as
PREMA1 ⇒ exchange(A1,A2,pasta, jam)
where PREMA1 denotes the premises considered by A1 to formulate the request as de-
scribed above.
As a consequence, A2 can have pasta from A1, and this leads it to request A3 to ex-
change tomato sauce with ham, since (pasta, tomato sauce) is the only good combination
for A2. Similarly to the previous case, the relevant argument can be shortly represented as
PREMA2 ⇒ exchange(A2,A3,ham, tomato sauce)
Note that, in this case, one of the premises in PREMA2 is a consequence of the conclusion
of the previous argument, namely exchange(A1,A2,pasta, jam), and therefore is based on
the offer coming from another agent, i.e., A1.
Continuing the example, it is easy to see that the availability of ham leads A3 to request
A1 to exchange bread with mushrooms, yielding to the argument
PREMA3 ⇒ exchange(A3,A1,mushrooms,bread)
where, again, PREMA3 is based on the offer coming from another agent, i.e., A2.
But now, A1 feels the opportunity to obtain its preferred meal (pasta,mushrooms) rather
than its second choice (bread, jam). As a consequence, A1 will withdraw its offer of pasta
to A2, on the basis of the following argument:
exchange(A3,A1,mushrooms,bread)
⇒ [PREMA1 ⊗ exchange(A1,A2,pasta, jam)]
where [PREMA1 ⊗exchange(A1,A2,pasta, jam)] indicates an attack affecting the applica-
bility of a rule used in the construction of the argument [PREMA1 ⇒ exchange(A1,A2,
pasta, jam)], using a notation taken from [52].
This in turn leads A2 to withdraw its offer to A3, which in turn withdraws its offer to
A1: as a consequence, now A1 cannot have mushrooms, and this leads it to offer again
pasta to A2 in order to acquire jam, and so on. As in the extended paradox of the liar
example, it is easy to see that each one of the three agents will continue to modify the
status of its arguments indefinitely, therefore the overall system will never reach a stable
state.2 Intuitively, the fact that the three agents cannot reach an agreement which satisfies
all of them should lead to a stable state where all of the arguments above are not justified.
The situation can be represented by the simplified inference graph shown in Fig. 2,
where EP1, EP2 and EP3 denote the exchange proposals made by A1, A2 and A3, re-
spectively. It is easy to see that the arguments constructed by the three agents turn out to
2 While exchanging resources may be connected to deadlock scenarios, this example concerns negotiation
between agents where the problem consists in the instability of the system rather than its hanging in an indefinite
waiting state.
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Fig. 3. Final inference graph of the food example.
compose a single argument, distributed among them, which has an internal contradiction:
this is a so-called self-defeating argument, which in fact it is not justified according to the
most widely accepted semantics in the literature.
While, in the relatively simple examples discussed above, instability is related to the
presence of an (undetected) cycle in the global graph, it should be remarked that, in the
case of more complex topologies, the arguments involved in a cycle are not necessarily not
justified, nor the presence of a cycle gives rise per se to a stability problem.
For instance, in the food example, suppose that a fourth agent, namely A4, has a steak
and requests A3 to exchange it with tomato sauce. Now A3, which prefers the combination
(steak,mushrooms) to (bread,ham), withdraws its offer to A1 independently of whether
it can acquire ham from A2 or not. The new situation can be represented by the inference
graph shown in Fig. 3, where a new argument, namely
PREMA4 ⇒ exchange(A4,A3, steak, tomato sauce)
attacks the argument supporting EP3. The defeat status which is assigned by common
argumentation semantics to this inference graph yields arguments supporting EP1, EP2
and EP4 justified, while the argument for EP3 is not justified. This corresponds, in the new
situation, to the desired outcome for the food example, where:
• A1 asks A2 for jam, since A3 does not offer mushrooms to A1;
• A2 asks A3 for tomato sauce, in order to pair it off with pasta;
• A3 does not offer mushrooms to A1, since it can have a steak from A4.
4. Self-stabilizing defeat status computation: a negative result
Having shown that stabilization problems affect defeat status computation in a multi-
agent system, in this section we tackle the problem of distributed defeat status computation
in its full generality. To this purpose, we have to adopt a suitable computational model that
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does not introduce any restrictive assumption. In this context, we focus on self-stabilizing
distributed algorithms [15], i.e., algorithms that can reach a stable and correct final defeat
status independently of the initial configuration of the system and, therefore, can withstand
possible modifications of the graph topology while the algorithm is running. On these
grounds, we obtain an important negative result: we show that no self-stabilizing algorithm
for defeat status computation exists that can operate on a generic inference graph.
4.1. The computational model and the role of self-stabilization
The computational model we adopt for distributed argumentation is characterized by
the following assumptions concerning the task carried out by each process, the scheduling
of the processes, the dynamics of the relationships among processes, and the information
they exploit. These assumptions are based on the general ones introduced in Section 1.
1: Finest grain assumption. While in general it might be assumed that each process is
in charge of one or more arguments, we adopt the finest grain model as far as
the distribution of tasks among processes is concerned, by assuming that each
process is in charge of exactly one argument, and executes a program in order
to compute its own defeat status. This is the most general choice possible in this
respect and, in particular, it is in accordance with assumption A. Notice that this
assumption is not restrictive since it is not an inherent part of the model and each
node can actually contain a whole subgraph rather than only one argument; this
assumption has been adopted, for the same reasons, in the area of distributed
constraint satisfaction [12,72].
2: Distributed scheduler assumption. No assumption is made about the scheduling of
processes: in particular process computations can be carried out in any order and
can be interleaved arbitrarily. This is in accordance with assumption B.
3: Dynamic process relationships assumption. Argument construction activity is assumed
to be carried out concurrently with defeat status computation, without any form
of synchronism between them. As a consequence, the processes and their rela-
tionships can not be considered fixed, but dynamically vary, in accordance with
assumptions B and C.
4: Minimal information assumption. We assume that each process carries out the compu-
tation of its defeat status by exploiting as minimal information as possible, that is
information about the defeat status of its direct defeaters and immediate subargu-
ments only (henceforth called neighbors), in accordance with assumption D.
5: Uniform computation assumption. While in principle each process may carry out a
different algorithm for defeat status computation, we assume that all processes
execute the same algorithm. Besides being a desirable property on its own [22],
this corresponds to the case where all agents in a multi-agent system use the same
mechanism for defeat status computation, as it is natural to assume.
Building on these assumptions, we can now introduce the formal computational model
we will use in the rest of the paper.
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sumption 1 each node of IG is associated with a process, in charge of the corresponding
argument. According to assumption 4, a given node β needs to receive information from its
neighbors only, i.e., from the nodes belonging to the set {α | 〈α,β〉 ∈ [RI ∪ RDI]}. There-
fore an edge 〈α,β〉 ∈ [RI ∪RDI] corresponds to a unidirectional communication link from
α to β .
Each node of a distributed argumentation system has a set of local variables, including
the representation of the status assignment of the associated argument, and has access to the
values of the local variables of its neighbors through the communication links mentioned
above. For each node, the state space of the node is the Cartesian product of the domains
of its local variables; accordingly, the state of the node at a given instant is an element of
its state space, that is an assignment of values to all its local variables. The global state
space of a distributed argumentation system is the Cartesian product of the state spaces of
all its nodes and is denoted by Ω ; accordingly, the global state of the system at a given
instant is an element of its state space, i.e., is given by the state of all its nodes. In order to
distinguish between states of a node and global states, the former are denoted by lower-case
letters, while the latter are denoted by overlined lower-case letters. Given a global state s
and a node α, the state of α when the system is in s is denoted as sα(s), while the states of
the neighbors of α are indicated with Neα(s). The global state of an argumentation system
before argumentation activity starts is called the initial global state.
According to assumption 5, all nodes execute the same program asynchronously (as-
sumption 2) to compute their defeat status. To describe the program used by a node α, we
follow the notation of [23,27]:
∗[guards[1] → act[1]guards[2] → act[2] . . .guards[m] → act[m]]
where:
• each guard guards[ ] is a boolean function of the variables of process α and of its
neighbors;
• guards are mutually exclusive;3
• each action (or move) act[ ] updates the variables of process α;
• ∗[S] denotes the indefinite execution of statement S until all the guards are false;
•  is called the nondeterminism symbol, and separates the guarded actions: at each
iteration of ∗[S], one of the actions whose guards are true is selected and executed
(actually, in our case there is at most one action which can be selected).
Since guards are mutually exclusive, if a node is in a state s and makes a move, then its
resulting state is univocally determined by its state and the states of its neighbors. There-
fore, the program can be represented by a function f (s,Ne), called transition function,
where Ne denotes the evaluation of the states of the neighbors of the relevant node. We
extend the definition of transition function to the states where all the guards are false and
therefore no move is taken; in this case, we define f (s,Ne) = s. Due to the uniformity as-
3 This corresponds to the use of deterministic rather than non-deterministic algorithms.
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for the computation of the defeat status.
A suitable algorithm for distributed defeat status computation must be able to withstand
several difficulties. Since processes are asynchronous, different nodes can start computa-
tion at different times and information about the status assignment of their neighbors can
be available with different delays; therefore, the algorithm can not rely on any assumption
about the initial state of the system. Moreover, as specified in assumption 3, changes in the
topology of the inference graph may dynamically occur, thus, for any possible inference
graph, nodes must react to a modification of the graph in such a way that the new right sta-
tus assignment is reached in a finite amount of time. This kind of problems can be tackled
by requiring that the algorithm is self-stabilizing [15,22,63]. In general, a self-stabilizing
system is a network of processors, which, when started from an arbitrary (and possibly
illegal) initial state, always returns to a legal state in a finite number of steps [22]. Note
that any state resulting from a modification of the graph during the operation of the system
plays the role of ‘initial state’ in this context. More formally, a self-stabilizing system is
characterized by two properties:
closure: if a legal state has been reached, then the state of the system remains within the
set of legal states;
convergence: beginning from arbitrary initial states of the nodes, the distributed algorithm
must reach a legal state in a finite amount of time.
The study of self-stabilizing algorithms was pioneered by Dijkstra [14] in the context
of mutual exclusion problems, but some recent works also address various application
issues, such as protocol design, fault isolation, load balancing and, what we are particu-
larly concerned with, several graph-theoretic problems on dynamic topologies, e.g., [11,
23,24].
4.2. Exploring tentative solutions
The design of an algorithm that, for any inference graph, is guaranteed to terminate with
the correct defeat status assignment prescribed by a given semantics, is a challenging task.
Convergence problems inherent to defeat status computation, independently of the under-
lying inferential activity, have been evidenced in Section 3. However, avoiding instability
is not the only problem to be considered. To give an idea of the additional difficulties in de-
vising a self-stabilizing algorithm, we will examine other types of undesired behaviors by
introducing a naive algorithm for a valid semantics. We assume, as typical in the literature,
that the class J representing justified arguments includes a state, denoted as DJ, standing
for definitely justified, while the class R representing rejected arguments includes the state
DR standing for definitely rejected. Suppose that the naive algorithm includes the follow-
ing rules: if a node has a definitely justified attacker its state becomes definitely rejected,
while if all attackers of a node are definitely rejected then the node becomes definitely
justified.
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Independently of other rules and of other possible states for a node, the algorithm may
exhibit problematic behaviors in several ways when running on the simple graph4 shown
in Fig. 4. First of all, if one node is ‘initially’ definitely justified and the other reacts, then
the latter becomes definitely rejected in one step, therefore the system becomes stable in
a wrong state in one move. Second, consider instead the case where both nodes are in the
state of definitely justified and react ‘simultaneously’; then both of them become definitely
rejected according to the first rule. If ‘simultaneous’ reactions go on indefinitely, the system
never gets stable. Third, it may also be the case that, after any number of simultaneous
reactions, one of the nodes reacts before the other and, as in the first case, the system
becomes stable in a wrong state.
Note that, when operating on other graph topologies, there are also situations where
the naive algorithm may achieve a legal state. In general, the number of moves made by a
node to reach such a state cannot be determined in advance; consider, for instance, a node
receiving multiple attacks coming from different chains of different length.
Given the variety of possible behaviors, one may be tempted to impose some constraints
to make the problem more manageable. For instance, one may suppose to start computation
from a given initial state, favoring convergence. However, this falls outside the require-
ment of self-stabilization and, as remarked above, prevents the capability of withstanding
dynamic modifications of the graph. Another possibility would be to distinguish between
the phase of graph modification (e.g., argument production) and the phase of defeat sta-
tus computation. This would introduce strict sequentiality, which is again incompatible
with the property of self-stabilization. In fact, it is a well-known result in the field of self-
stabilization that “no variable or part of the state can ever be assumed to accurately reflect
a global property of the system” [12] and, in particular, it is not possible to distinguish state
changes occurring during stabilization from changes due to topology modifications [34].
From the examples presented above, one might suppose that problematic situations are
caused by the presence of cycles, and consider solutions based on cycle detection. While
cycles are indeed a necessary condition for wrong behaviors, a deeper analysis reveals
that more complex structures, namely strongly connected components, have to be con-
sidered as they play a central role in defeat status computation [6–8]. However, the only
self-stabilizing algorithm for determining the strongly connected components of a graph
available in the literature [33] requires a non-uniform network and therefore is not ap-
plicable under our hypotheses. Moreover, note that this would be only the first step of the
solution: the problem of defeat status computation has the same nature and difficulties at
the level of single strongly connected components as at the level of the global graph.
4 Though we are considering the simplest case of cyclic graph, note that similar problems arise in presence of
cycles of any length.
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following section we explore in general terms the feasibility of self-stabilizing defeat status
computation and obtain a fundamental negative result.
4.3. A negative result
In this section we show that there exists no self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status
computation in a distributed argumentation system with a valid semantics.
In order to prove this theorem, whose negative consequences are of primary importance
in the frame of distributed argumentation, we refer—without any loss in generality—to the
computational model defined in Section 4.1, with the additional assumption of a centralized
scheduler, which evaluates the guards of all nodes and arbitrarily selects for execution
only one node having a true guard, ensuring that the action is completed before a new
computation cycle is started and the guards of all nodes are evaluated again. Note that this
is a restrictive assumption, which corresponds to some form of centralized control [63]
over the distributed argumentation system. Therefore, if we can prove that the theorem
mentioned above holds with this assumption, it holds a fortiori in the general case, if the
centralized scheduling assumption is removed.
Before presenting the central result of this section (Theorem 11), we need to introduce
some more definitions and to prove some preliminary properties. First of all, let us for-
mally define the concept of self-stabilizing algorithm under the assumption of a centralized
scheduler(see [26]), starting from the definition of execution sequence:
Definition 5 (Execution sequence). An execution sequence of a distributed system (under
the assumption of a centralized scheduler) is a (finite or infinite) sequence of global states
s0s1s2 . . . si . . . such that
• ∀i > 0 si−1 = si ;
• ∀i > 0 there is a node α (the one selected by the scheduler) such that si−1 and si differ
for the state of α only, and sα(si) = f (sα(si−1),Neα(si−1)), i.e., si results from the
move of α in the global state si−1;
• if the sequence is finite then in its final state sz all the nodes have their guards false,
i.e., ∀α f (sα(sz),Neα(sz)) = sα(sz).
On the basis of this definition, the property of self-stabilization can be characterized as
follows (see [63]):
Definition 6 (Self-stabilizing algorithm). Let (ΩLEG,ΩILL), with ΩLEG ∪ ΩILL = Ω and
ΩLEG ∩ ΩILL = ∅, be a partition of the global states into legal states and illegal states, re-
spectively. Under the assumption of a centralized scheduler, an algorithm is self-stabilizing
with respect to (ΩLEG,ΩILL) if it satisfies the following properties:
closure: for all execution sequences s0s1s2 . . . si . . . , if sj ∈ ΩLEG then ∀k > j, sk ∈
ΩLEG;
convergence: for all execution sequences s0s1s2 . . . si . . . , ∃k : sk ∈ ΩLEG.
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property of self-stabilizing algorithms.
Definition 7 (i-step transition function). Let ALG be a distributed algorithm character-
ized by the transition function f . For all s and Ne, and for all i > 0, we define the i-step
transition function f i(s,Ne) as follows:
f i(s,Ne) ≡
{
f (s,Ne) if i = 1
f (f i−1(s,Ne),Ne) if i > 1
Definition 8 (Invariance threshold). Let ALG be a distributed algorithm characterized by
the transition function f . For all s and Ne, we define the invariance threshold K(s,Ne) as
follows:
K(s,Ne) ≡ min{k : ∀i  k f i(s,Ne) = f k(s,Ne)}
where K(s,Ne) can be infinite.
Roughly, K(s,Ne) is the number of moves a node can make in state s when the states
of its neighbors are Ne (however, K(s,Ne) = 1 if no move is possible). The following
proposition proves that, for any self-stabilizing algorithm with a finite invariance threshold,
there is an equivalent algorithm where any node can make at most one move if the states
of its neighbors do not change.
Proposition 9. Let ALG be a self-stabilizing algorithm with respect to (ΩLEG,ΩILL), char-
acterized by the transition function f such that ∀s,Ne K(s,Ne) is finite. Then, there is a
self-stabilizing algorithm ALG′ with respect to the same partition (ΩLEG,ΩILL) such that
∀s,Ne K ′(s,Ne) = 1.
Proof. ALG′ can be identified as that algorithm which ‘jumps’ to the stable state of
f , i.e., ALG′ is characterized by the function f ′(s,Ne) ≡ f K(s,Ne)(s,Ne). It is evi-
dent that ∀s,Ne K ′(s,Ne) = 1. Closure and convergence of ALG′ follows, by con-
tradiction, from the closure and convergence of ALG, since any execution sequence
ES ′ = s′0s′1s′2 . . . s′i . . . of ALG′ can be put in correspondence with an execution sequenceES = s′0S0s′1S1s′2S2 . . . s′iSi . . . of ALG where each Si indicates a (possibly null) subse-
quence of states. 
The following proposition shows that, in the context of defeat status computation, con-
vergence entails the finiteness of the invariance threshold.
Proposition 10. Let ALG be a self-stabilizing defeat status computation algorithm accord-
ing to a valid semantics, characterized by the transition function f . Then ∀s,Ne K(s,Ne)
is finite.
Proof. If ∃s∗,Ne∗ : K(s∗,Ne∗) is infinite, it is easy to show that there are cases where
ALG does not converge. Consider any inference graph with a global state s such that for
a node α sα(s) = s∗ and Neα(s) = Ne∗, while another node β is assigned a defeat status
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the node β never changes its defeat status and the computation does not stabilize into the
right global state. 
In the following proof and in several subsequent proofs, it will be necessary to consider
inference graphs whose nodes have at most one neighbor. In these cases, in the expression
f (s,Ne) Ne will directly indicate the state of the unique neighbor, assuming that if the
node is initial then Ne = ∅.
For simplicity, in the following we will use the notation sx , where s is a state of a node
and x the label of a possible defeat status assigned to it, to denote that the node is assigned
the defeat status x in state s. Moreover, recalling that the set of labels is partitioned in two
classes (see Definition 4), we use the symbols sJ and sR to denote that the defeat status
corresponding to the state s of a node is justified (J ) and rejected or not justified (R),
respectively.
Theorem 11. There is no self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status computation that can
assign the right defeat status to all nodes of a distributed argumentation system according
to a valid semantics.
Proof. On the basis of Propositions 9 and 10, we can limit our attention to algorithms
characterized by a function f such that ∀s,∀Ne K(s,Ne) = 1. This condition can also be
expressed as(
f (x1,Ne) = x2
)∧ (f (x2,Ne) = x3)⇒ x2 = x3 (1)
We prove the theorem by contradiction, by showing that if the cycle shown in Fig. 5(a)
is handled correctly by such an algorithm ALG, then there is a stable state for the chain
shown in Fig. 5(b) which is not prescribed by the semantics. Let us consider a state s0J
which is stable for an initial node, i.e.,
f (s0
J ,∅) = s0J (2)
The fact that, after the convergence of the algorithm, the defeat status of an initial node
is justified is required by the third property of any valid semantics, while the fact that
the state of the node remains always the same (instead of cycling between two or more
different states, all corresponding to the defeat status justified) is required by (1). Now
let us consider in the graph of Fig. 5(a) the global state where all nodes are initialized
in s0J (this is an illegal state according to the second property of any valid semantics),
and a scheduler which selects the nodes in the order α,β, γ : denoting a global state si as
the triple (sα(si), sβ(si), sγ (si)), the relevant execution sequence s0s1s2 . . . si . . . is of the
kind s0 = (s0J , s0J , s0J ), s1 = (s1, s0J , s0J ), s2 = (s1, s2, s0J ), and so on. Expressing this
in terms of the function f which characterizes ALG, we get:
f (s0
J , s0
J ) = s1 (3)
f (s0
J , s1) = s2 (4)
∀i  0 f (si, si+2) = si+3 (5)
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Fig. 5. Inference graphs considered in the proof of Theorem 11.
where sj with j > 0 denotes a generic local state entered by a single node. The convergence
property of the algorithm entails that there is a finite k such that the global state sk is legal,
and according to the second property of any valid semantics it must be the case that sα(sk),
sβ(sk) and sγ (sk) are not justified (this entails that k  3):
sk−2 = sk−2R, sk−1 = sk−1R, sk = skR
Now, we consider the chain of k nodes presented in Fig. 5(b), and we show that the global
state (s0, s1, . . . , sk−2R, sk−1R) is stable: this contradicts the third property of any valid
semantics, which entails that either αk−2 or αk−1 should be justified. In order to show that
the global state is stable, we have to prove that
f (s0,∅) = s0
f (s1, s0) = s1
f (si, si−1) = si for i = 2, . . . , k − 1
The first claim is (2). The second claim follows from (3) taking into account (1). The third
claim follows in a similar way from (4) and (1) for i = 2, and from (5) and (1) for i  3,
and we are done. 
The negative result presented in Theorem 11 is rooted in the inherent contrast, in a
distributed argumentation system, between the correct treatment of cycles and of chains in
a generic inference graph, under the assumption of a valid semantics. This impossibility
theorem indicates that self-stabilizing algorithms for defeat status computation that assume
a valid semantics can be designed only introducing additional restrictive conditions. In
particular, we devise two interesting investigation lines:
(1) A first direction focuses on the design of self-stabilizing algorithms that terminate and
provide the correct result, according to the adopted (valid) argumentation semantics,
only for particular families of inference graphs that satisfy specified topological re-
strictions.
(2) A second direction, of higher generality, focuses on devising a self-stabilizing algo-
rithm which satisfies the following requirements:
• it terminates for any graph;
• it provides the correct result, according to the adopted (valid) argumentation seman-
tics, for a family of graphs that satisfy specified topological restrictions;
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sult, the defeat status assignment adheres in any case to some cautiousness criterion,
according to the adopted semantics.
In Sections 6 and 7 we will develop both research directions. However, before proceed-
ing further, it is necessary to discuss, in Section 5, the issue of selecting a suitable valid
semantics in a distributed context.
5. Semantics for distributed argumentation
5.1. Focusing on the single status approach
Whatever alternative is selected between those that are left open by the negative re-
sult shown in Theorem 11, an argumentation semantics must be chosen as a reference
for the development of a distributed algorithm for defeat status computation. From a gen-
eral perspective, the approaches to argumentation semantics proposed in the literature can
be distinguished in two classes, namely unique-status approaches and multiple-status ap-
proaches. In order to informally introduce the idea underlying each of them, let us consider
again the graph shown in Fig. 4. The unique-status approach defines the defeat status of
the arguments in such a way that there is exactly one possible way to assign them a status,
where both α and β are not justified. On the other hand, the multiple-status approach en-
compasses a set of so-called extensions, where each extension roughly corresponds to an
arbitrary choice between conflicting arguments: for instance, there are two extensions for
the graph in Fig. 4, namely one which includes α and not β , and the other which includes
β and not α. An argument is considered justified if it is included in any possible extension:
as a consequence, in the example, neither α nor β are considered as justified. While in this
example the two approaches give rise to the same assignment, in general they may differ
in the treatment of so-called floating arguments [38].
There are various reasons that support the adoption of a unique-status approach in a
distributed environment. First of all, it is easy to see that even the simple task of computing
one arbitrary status assignment, i.e., one of the existing extensions, is impossible in the
distributed model of computation: this is due to the impossibility of symmetry breaking in
uniform networks, which is well known in the literature on self-stabilizing algorithms (see
e.g., [22,64]). Referring to the graph of Fig. 4, suppose that both α and β have the same
state s0 when started: if both of them make a move, i.e., change their state according to
their enabled guards, it is easy to see that they enter in the same state, say s1, since they
are in the same condition as far as neighbors are concerned. As a consequence, considering
a distributed scheduling strategy where all enabled nodes concurrently execute a move at
each step, it is easy to see that the system will never enter a global state where one process
is ‘in’ and the other is ‘out’, which, as explained above, is required by the multiple status
semantics.
Moreover, while from an epistemological point of view the definition of argumentation
semantics is still widely debated in the literature [6,28,38,59], the two most consolidated
proposals, namely the ‘grounded semantics’ in the context of the unique-status approach
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tial agreement. More precisely, it turns out that all the arguments that are either justified or
rejected according to the former approach are justified (or rejected respectively) according
to the latter approach as well [17], i.e., the two approaches differ only in some of the ar-
guments that are left ‘undecided’ in the grounded semantics, while they may be accepted
or rejected in the preferred semantics. Therefore, adopting the grounded semantics corre-
sponds to choosing the most cautious approach.
According to these considerations, we adopt in the following a semantics based on the
unique-status approach, and specifically the grounded semantics, that will be described in
the following subsection.
5.2. The grounded semantics: basic concepts and properties
In order to introduce the semantics of the underlying argumentation system, we have
to define the relation of defeat between arguments, that follows from the relation of attack
introduced in Section 2. Basically, an argument α is a defeater of an argument β if it attacks
one of its subarguments:
Definition 12 (Defeater). Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, an argument α ∈
VI is a defeater of an argument β ∈ VI (or briefly defeats β) iff there is a subargument β
of β such that α attacks β , i.e., 〈α,β〉 ∈ RDI .
In the following, given a node α ∈ VI the set of its defeaters will be denoted as
defeaters(α). It should be noted that d-defeaters(α) ⊆ defeaters(α).
We define the grounded semantics inductively, following Pollock’s style [52], by intro-
ducing the notion of level:
Definition 13 (Levels). Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉.
• All arguments of VI are in at level 0.
• An argument of VI is in at level n+1 iff it is not defeated by any argument in at level n.
Definition 14 (Defeat status). Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, the defeat
status of the arguments of VI is defined as follows:
• An argument is undefeated iff there is a level m such that for every nm, the argument
is in at level n.
• An argument is defeated iff there is a level m such that for every nm, the argument
is out at level n.
• An argument is provisionally defeated iff there is no level m such that the argument is
in at all higher levels or out at all higher levels.
In the following, we will indicate the set of arguments that are in at level i by Ai .
The underlying idea is that an undefeated argument is one which is justified and should
be believed given the current set of arguments, a defeated argument is one which is not
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sial, as in the case in which there are two equally believable counter-arguments, so that it
is not possible to prefer either of them. In this case, it is assumed that a skeptical attitude
should be adopted: a provisionally defeated argument should not be regarded as justified
but it should retain the potential to prevent other arguments to be justified.
Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, we represent a defeat status assignment
to the arguments of VI by means of a total function
L :VI → {UNDEF,DEF,PROV}
The univocal defeat status assignment determined by Definition 14 is called the right defeat
status assignment, i.e., it is the one prescribed by the grounded semantics.
Definition 15 (Right defeat status assignment). Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,
RDI〉, the (unique) right defeat status assignment of IG is the one satisfying Definition 14.
We now present some properties of the grounded semantics relevant to the right defeat
status assignment, which will be used in the following sections. The omitted proofs can be
found in [5].
Definition 16 (Stably in—stably out). Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, an
argument α ∈ VI becomes stably in (or out) at level n iff
(1) either n = 0 or α is out (or in, respectively) at level (n− 1), and
(2) for all m n, α is in (or out, respectively) at level m.
Proposition 17. If an argument α becomes stably out at level n then it has a defeater which
becomes stably in at the level (n − 1), and no defeaters that become stably in at a level
lower than n− 1.
Corollary 18. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an inference graph. If an argument α becomes
stably out at level n then
(1) ∃α ∈ sub(α), ∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) such that β becomes stably in at level n− 1;
(2) ∀α ∈ sub(α) /∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) such that β becomes stably in at a level lower than
n− 1.
Corollary 19. An argument is defeated iff it has an undefeated defeater.
Proposition 20. If an argument α becomes stably in at level 0 then it has no defeaters. If α
becomes stably in at level n, where n > 0, then all its defeaters become stably out at lower
than n levels, and there is a defeater β which becomes stably out at level n− 1.
Corollary 21. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an inference graph. If an argument α becomes
stably in at level 0 then
∀α ∈ sub(α) /∃β : 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI
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(1) ∃α ∈ sub(α), ∃β : 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI such that β becomes stably out at level n− 1;
(2) ∀α ∈ sub(α),∀β : 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI β becomes stably out at level k with k < n.
Corollary 22. An argument α is undefeated iff it has no defeaters or all its defeaters are
defeated.
Corollary 23. An argument α is provisionally defeated iff it has a provisionally defeated
defeater and all its defeaters are not undefeated.
An immediate consequence of the above properties is that the status assignment pre-
scribed by the grounded semantics satisfies some constraints, that we call ‘coherence
conditions’:
Proposition 24. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be a given inference graph. The right defeat status
assignment L :VI → {UNDEF,DEF,PROV} satisfies the following coherence conditions:
• If defeaters(α) = ∅ or ∀β ∈ defeaters(α) L(β) = DEF then L(α) = UNDEF.
• If ∃β ∈ defeaters(α) | L(β) = UNDEF then L(α) = DEF.
• If ∃β ∈ defeaters(α) | L(β) = PROV and ∀β ∈ defeaters(α) L(β) = UNDEF then
L(α) = PROV.
These conditions represent some intuitive properties of the right defeat status assign-
ment, that have been implicitly used in the treatment of examples in Section 3.
6. A self-stabilizing algorithm for inference graphs with rebutting defeat
In this section we focus on the first line of investigation introduced at the end of Sec-
tion 4, namely we define a distributed self-stabilizing algorithm tailored to a specific family
of inference graphs where the attack relation is restricted to conflicts among arguments that
arise only from contradicting conclusions. This corresponds to the notion of rebutting de-
feat in argumentation literature5 [50,52].
6.1. Preliminary concepts and properties
Given two arguments with contradicting conclusions, there are two possible attack sce-
narios: if they are considered equally credible, they attack each other, otherwise the one
which is considered more credible attacks the other one without being attacked in turn.
Credibility of arguments is represented by introducing the notion of strength. With refer-
ence to a given argumentation system, we assume as in [52,67] that each argument α has a
5 Note that the notion of rebutting defeat we adopt includes attack against subarguments, that some authors call
instead undercut.
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ment and is computed on the basis of strength values associated to the rules of inference
and premises that are used in the construction of the argument. We do not commit to any
particular criterion for the computation of the strength of arguments, we only assume that
any argument cannot be strictly stronger that any of its subarguments:
∀α ∈ sub(α), strength(α ) strength(α) (6)
This condition, corresponding to one of the three axioms on strength introduced in [67], is
sufficiently general to ensure that no interesting distribution of strength is excluded.
Strength values play a central role in the determination of the attack relation between
arguments, namely given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 we have that
RDI =
{〈αi,αj 〉 ∈ VI × VI : concl(αi) = ¬concl(αj )∧
strength(αi) strength(αj )
} (7)
That is, an argument αi attacks another argument αj iff its conclusion contradicts concl(αj )
and its strength is greater than or equal to strength(αj ).
In the following, we will use the notion of strongly connected components of an in-
ference graph, defined in the same way as in ordinary directed graphs, by considering
inference edges and attack edges as equivalent:
Definition 25 (Strongly connected components). Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an infer-
ence graph. Intuitively, a path of IG is made up of either inference edges or defeat
edges; formally a path of IG is a sequence of nodes α0, . . . , αk , k > 0, such that ∀i =
0, . . . , k − 1 〈αi,αi+1〉 ∈ RI ∪RDI . Two nodes α and β of VI are path equivalent iff either
α = β or there is a path from α to β and a path from β to α. The strongly connected compo-
nents of IG are the equivalence classes of vertices under the relation of path-equivalence.
Given a node α ∈ VI , we denote the strongly connected component to which α belongs
by SCC(α).
Conditions (6) and (7) entail a topological property that will be exploited later on for
the definition of the algorithm which is the subject of this section:
Proposition 26. Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 with only rebutting defeat,
let α and β be two nodes of VI such that α ∈ SCC(β). If 〈α,β〉 ∈ RDI, then 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI .
Proof. First of all, let us notice that, if 〈αi,αj 〉 ∈ RDI or 〈αi,αj 〉 ∈ RI , then strength(αi)
strength(αj ): in the first case, the inequality follows from the definition of RDI (see (7)),
in the second case from the definition of RI and (6). By the hypothesis, 〈α,β〉 ∈ RDI ,
therefore strength(α)  strength(β). Moreover, since α ∈ SCC(β), the inequality above
applied along the path from β to α yields strength(β)  strength(α): we conclude that
strength(β) = strength(α). Since 〈α,β〉 ∈ RDI , by the definition of RDI (see (7)) it must be
the case that also 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI . 
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proposition will be denoted as r-type graphs. Notice that a graph with only rebutting defeat
is an r-type graph, but the reverse is not true in general.
In order to simplify subsequent proofs, we extend to the strongly connected compo-
nents the definition of direct defeaters already introduced for the nodes of an inference
graph.
Definition 27 (d-parents∗(S)). Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 and a strong-
ly connected component S of IG, we define
d-parents∗(S) = {α | α /∈ S ∧ ∃β ∈ S: 〈α,β〉 ∈ (RI ∪RDI)}
Note that d-parents∗(S) by definition includes also some immediate subarguments of
the nodes in S.
Given a node α, its direct defeaters can be partitioned in two sets, that is superiors(α),
whose elements have a strength strictly greater than α, and contenders(α), whose elements
have the same strength as α and therefore are attacked by α in turn. It follows that all the
elements of superiors(α) are direct defeaters of SCC(α). More precisely:
Definition 28 (Superiors and contenders). Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉
and a node α ∈ VI , we define the following two sets:
• superiors(α) = {β ∈ VI | 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI ∧ 〈α,β〉 /∈ RDI};
• contenders(α) = {β ∈ VI | 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI ∧ 〈α,β〉 ∈ RDI}.
Note that superiors(α) and contenders(α) are a partition of d-defeaters(α).
Proposition 29. Given an r-type inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 and three nodes
α,β, γ ∈ VI , we have that:
• if β ∈ superiors(α) then β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α));
• if γ ∈ contenders(α) and β ∈ superiors(γ ) then β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)).
Proof. As for the first clause, since 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI we have to prove that β /∈ SCC(α). We
reason by contradiction. Since 〈β,α〉 ∈ RDI , Proposition 26 entails that if β ∈ SCC(α) then
〈α,β〉 ∈ RDI , i.e., β ∈ contenders(α), contradicting the hypothesis.
The second clause easily follows from the first one taking into account that, since γ ∈
contenders(α), then SCC(α) = SCC(γ ). 
The following lemmas establish some properties of the right defeat status assignment
that involve the subargument relationship between arguments.
Lemma 30. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an inference graph, and let L be the corresponding
right defeat status assignment. Let α ∈ VI , and let α be a subargument of α, i.e., α ∈
sub(α). We have that
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• if L(α ) = PROV then L(α) = UNDEF.
Proof. The first clause easily follows from Corollary 19 and from the fact that, if an ar-
gument is a defeater of α, then according to Definition 12 it is also a defeater of α. In a
similar way, the second clause follows from Corollary 22 and Corollary 23. 
Lemma 31. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an inference graph, and let L be the corresponding
right defeat status assignment. If α is a node of VI such that ∀β ∈ superiors(α) L(β) =
UNDEF and ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) L(γ ) = DEF, then L(α) = DEF.
Proof. We reason by contradiction, assuming that L(α) = DEF, therefore α becomes sta-
bly out at a level k > 0. By Proposition 17, α has a defeater β which becomes stably in
at level k − 1, therefore L(β) = UNDEF. Since ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) L(γ ) = DEF, taking into
account Corollary 19 and Lemma 30 we have that β does not attack any of the proper sub-
arguments of α, therefore β ∈ d-defeaters(α). Moreover, since ∀β ∈ superiors(α) L(β) =
UNDEF, it must be the case that β ∈ contenders(α). But α is in at level k − 1 (it becomes
stably out at level k), and since α defeats β , the latter is out at level k. But this contradicts
the fact that β becomes stably in at level k − 1, and we are done. 
6.2. The algorithm
The algorithm for defeat status computation that we propose for inference graphs with
only rebutting defeat will be presented in two versions, featuring a centralized and a dis-
tributed scheduler respectively.
The version presented in Fig. 6 (Algorithm REB1) assumes the existence of a central-
ized scheduler in charge of arbitrarily selecting a node for execution. The selected node
then atomically examines the state of all its neighbors and completes the corresponding
move before any guard is reevaluated (see Section 4.1). Termination is reached when all
the guards of all nodes are false. In the following, the moves of the algorithm will be
indicated by Mi, for i = 1 . . .7, and the corresponding guards by Gi.
The basis of the algorithm is as follows. Each process α maintains a variable s[α] repre-
senting the defeat status assignment of the corresponding argument, whose possible values
are {UNDEF,DEF,PROV}. The value of s[α] is locally updated on the basis of the status
assignments of the neighbors of node α only, according to the following conditions, which
we call supercoherence conditions (SCs′).
Definition 32 (Supercoherence conditions). The status of a node α satisfies the superco-
herence conditions iff
(1) If ∃β ∈ IMM(α) : s[β] = DEF then s[α] = DEF
(2) If ∃β ∈ IMM(α) : s[β] = PROV and ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) s[γ ] = DEF then
s[α] =
{DEF if ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : s[β] = UNDEF
PROV otherwise
(3) If IMM(α) = ∅ or ∀β ∈ IMM(α) s[β] = UNDEF then
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∗[ (C1IMM[α]) ∧(s[α] = DEF) −→
M1: s[α] := DEF
 (C2IMM[α])∧ (C1DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = DEF) −→
M2: s[α] := DEF
 (C2IMM[α])∧ (¬C1DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M3: s[α] := PROV
 (C3IMM[α])∧ (C1DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = DEF) −→
M4: s[α] := DEF
 (C3IMM[α])∧ (C2DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M5: s[α] := PROV
 (C3IMM[α])∧ (C3DEF[α])∧ (C4DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = UNDEF) −→
M6: s[α] := UNDEF
 (C3IMM[α])∧ (C3DEF[α])∧ (¬C4DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M7: s[α] := PROV
where
C1IMM[α] ≡ (∃β ∈ IMM(α) : s[β] = DEF)
C2IMM[α] ≡ (∃β ∈ IMM(α) : s[β] = PROV)∧ (∀γ ∈ IMM(α) s[γ ] = DEF)
C3IMM[α] ≡ (IMM(α) = ∅)∨ (∀β ∈ IMM(α) s[β] = UNDEF)
C1DEF[α] ≡ (∃β ∈ superiors(α) : s[β] = UNDEF)
C2DEF[α] ≡ (∃β ∈ superiors(α) : s[β] = PROV)∧ (∀γ ∈ superiors(α) s[γ ] = UNDEF)
C3DEF[α] ≡ (superiors(α) = ∅)∨ (∀γ ∈ superiors(α) s[γ ] = DEF)
C4DEF[α] ≡ (contenders(α) = ∅ ∨ ∀γ ∈ contenders(α) s[γ ] = DEF)
Fig. 6. Algorithm REB1.
(a) If ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : s[β] = UNDEF then s[α] = DEF
(b) If ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : s[β] = PROV and ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) s[γ ] = UNDEF then
s[α] = PROV
(c) If superiors(α) = ∅ or ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) s[γ ] = DEF then
s[α] =
{UNDEF if contenders(α) = ∅ ∨ ∀γ ∈ contenders(α) s[γ ] = DEF
PROV otherwise
Supercoherence conditions are a refinement of the coherence conditions introduced in
Proposition 24, and are the background to ensure stabilization, as it will be shown in the
following.
In a more general model, distributed schedulers are located at the different nodes of the
graph, and each node is allowed to examine the states of its neighbors one at a time and
to update its local variables asynchronously. Algorithm REB1 can be generalized to the
case of a distributed scheduler, obtaining Algorithm REB2 defined in Fig. 7. As in [23], in
this algorithm each process α records the states of its neighbors in local copies. These local
copies are updated periodically, and an internal state variable pc keeps track of the progress
in recording the neighboring states. The counter pc ranges from 0 to P − 1, where P is the
number of edges incident to α. Each of these edges e ∈ {0, . . . ,P − 1} can be treated as a
port connecting node α with a neighbor node γ = neighbor(e). The local copy of s[γ ] is
maintained in the variable ls[γ ].
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∗[ ∀γ : γ ∈ (IMM(α)∪ d-defeaters(α)) ::
(pc < P) ∧(γ = neighbor(pc)) −→
(ls[γ ],pc) := (s[γ ],pc + 1)
 (pc = P)∧ ¬guards[α] −→
pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LC1IMM[α])∧ (s[α] = DEF) −→
M1: s[α] := DEF ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LC2IMM[α])∧ (LC1DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = DEF) −→
M2: s[α] := DEF ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LC2IMM[α])∧ (¬LC1DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M3: s[α] := PROV ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LC3IMM[α])∧ (LC1DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = DEF) −→
M4: s[α] := DEF ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LC3IMM[α])∧ (LC2DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M5: s[α] := PROV ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LC3IMM[α])∧ (LC3DEF[α])∧ (LC4DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = UNDEF) −→
M6: s[α] := UNDEF ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LC3IMM[α])∧ (LC3DEF[α])∧ (¬LC4DEF[α])∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M7: s[α] := PROV ∧ pc := 0
where
LC1IMM[α] ≡ (∃β ∈ IMM(α) : ls[β] = DEF)
LC2IMM[α] ≡ (∃β ∈ IMM(α) : ls[β] = PROV)∧ (∀γ ∈ IMM(α) ls[γ ] = DEF)
LC3IMM[α] ≡ (IMM(α) = ∅)∨ (∀β ∈ IMM(α) ls[β] = UNDEF)
LC1DEF[α] ≡ (∃β ∈ superiors(α) : ls[β] = UNDEF)
LC2DEF[α] ≡ (∃β ∈ superiors(α) : ls[β] = PROV)∧ (∀γ ∈ superiors(α) ls[γ ] = UNDEF)
LC3DEF[α] ≡ (superiors(α) = ∅)∨ (∀γ ∈ superiors(α) ls[γ ] = DEF)
LC4DEF[α] ≡ (contenders(α) = ∅ ∨ ∀γ ∈ contenders(α) ls[γ ] = DEF)
guards[α] ≡ (LC1IMM[α] ∧ s[α] = DEF)∨ (LC2IMM[α] ∧ LC1DEF[α] ∧ s[α] = DEF)∨ . . .
Fig. 7. Algorithm REB2.
In this context, we consider a move as the execution of an action by a process which
modifies its own status, as also evidenced in the figure where such actions only are labelled
with Mi, i.e., we exclude from the notion of move the continuous updating of local copies.
Accordingly, termination is reached when every node does not make moves any more,
though continuing to monitor possible changes of the states of its neighbors. From the
definitions of Algorithms REB1 and REB2, it is easy to see that after termination of either
REB1 or REB2, the status of each node α satisfies the supercoherence conditions.
As far as the correctness proof of these algorithms is concerned, we organize it in two
parts, as usual in the self-stabilization literature [32,33]. First, we prove partial correctness,
i.e., that, for any r-type inference graph, if the algorithm terminates then the resulting global
defeat status assignment is the right one. Afterwards, we prove termination, i.e., that, for
any r-type inference graph, starting from an arbitrary initial state, the algorithm reaches a
final state in a finite amount of time.
Total correctness, i.e., that, for any r-type inference graph, starting from an arbitrary
initial state the algorithm reaches the right defeat status assignment in a finite amount of
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the desired self-stabilization property.
6.3. Partial correctness
In this section, we prove that the defeat status assignment which characterizes a final
state of either Algorithm REB1 or REB2 is the right one. To this purpose we need to
introduce the concept of supercoherent defeat status assignment.
Definition 33 (Supercoherent defeat status assignment). Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an
inference graph, and let L be a corresponding defeat status assignment. L is supercoherent
iff ∀α ∈ VI , L(α) satisfies the supercoherence conditions.
The line of the proof is in three steps. First, the following proposition immediately
follows from what we have observed in the previous subsection.
Proposition 34. A final defeat status assignment generated by Algorithm REB1 or REB2
is supercoherent.
Then we prove that, given an inference graph IG, there is at most one supercoherent de-
feat status assignment for IG (Proposition 38). Finally, we prove that the right defeat status
assignment is supercoherent (Proposition 39). From these three statements, it follows that
if the algorithm terminates, the final defeat status assignment is the right one (Theorem 40).
To prove Proposition 38 we need the following three lemmas (whose proofs can be
found in Appendix A).
Lemma 35. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an r-type inference graph and let L1 and L2 be two
defeat status assignments that are supercoherent. Let α ∈ VI be a node such that L1(α) =
DEF and L2(α) = UNDEF: then, ∃β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)) such that L1(β) = L2(β).
Lemma 36. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an r-type inference graph and let L1 and L2 be two
defeat status assignments that are supercoherent. Let α ∈ VI be a node such that L1(α) =
DEF and L2(α) = PROV: then, ∃β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)) such that L1(β) = L2(β).
Lemma 37. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an r-type inference graph and let L1 and L2 be two
defeat status assignments that are supercoherent. Let α ∈ VI be a node such that L1(α) =
PROV and L2(α) = UNDEF: then, ∃β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)) such that L1(β) = L2(β).
Proposition 38. Given an r-type inference graph IG there is at most one supercoherent
defeat status assignment for IG.
Proof. We reason by contradiction, assuming that there are two supercoherent defeat status
assignment L1 and L2 and a node α such that L1(α) = L2(α). As a consequence, by
Lemmas 35–37 we have to assume the existence of a node β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)) such
that L1(β) = L2(β). In turn, this implies the existence of a node γ ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(β))
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connected components as single nodes is acyclic, we are lead to assume the existence of an
infinite number of distinct components. But since the set of nodes is finite, this is clearly
impossible. 
Proposition 39. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an inference graph: the right defeat status
assignment for IG is supercoherent.
Proof. We have to prove that, for every α ∈ VI , the right defeat status assignment L satis-
fies the supercoherence conditions:
• If ∃β ∈ IMM(α) : L(β) = DEF then Lemma 30 entails that L(α) = DEF. This proves
the first supercoherence condition.
• If ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : L(β) = UNDEF then, taking into account that β defeats α, we
have by Corollary 19 that L(α) = DEF: this proves the supercoherence conditions 2
(first case) and 3(a).
• If ∀β ∈ superiors(α) L(β) = UNDEF, ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) L(γ ) = DEF and ∃β ∈
IMM(α) : L(β) = PROV, then Lemma 31 entails that L(α) = DEF, while Lemma 30
(second clause) entails that L(α) = UNDEF, thus L(α) = PROV. This proves the
supercoherence condition 2 (second case).
• If ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) L(γ ) = UNDEF, ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) L(γ ) = UNDEF and ∃β ∈
superiors(α) : L(β) = PROV, then Lemma 31 entails that L(α) = DEF, while Corol-
lary 22 entails that L(α) = UNDEF, thus L(α) = PROV. This proves the supercoher-
ence condition 3(b).
• If ∀β ∈ IMM(α) L(β) = UNDEF and ∀γ ∈ d-defeaters(α) L(γ ) = DEF, then taking
into account Corollary 22 it is easy to see that all defeaters of α are defeated. As
a consequence, the same corollary entails that L(α) = UNDEF, and this proves the
supercoherence condition 3(c) (first case).
• If ∀β ∈ IMM(α) L(β) = UNDEF, ∀β ∈ superiors(α) L(β) = DEF and ∃γ ∈
contenders(α) : L(γ ) = DEF, then Lemma 31 entails that L(α) = DEF, while Corol-
lary 22 entails that L(α) = UNDEF, since γ defeats α. Thus, L(α) = PROV, and this
proves the supercoherence condition 3(c) (second case). 
Combining the above results, we prove the partial correctness of the algorithm.
Theorem 40. For any r-type inference graph IG, if either Algorithm REB1 or REB2 ter-
minates, the final defeat status assignment is the right defeat status assignment for IG.
Proof. By Proposition 34 any final defeat status assignment is supercoherent and by
Proposition 38 there is at most one supercoherent defeat status assignment for IG. There-
fore, if either Algorithm REB1 or REB2 terminates, there exists only one possible final
defeat status assignment, which is supercoherent. Moreover, according to Proposition 39
the right defeat status assignment is supercoherent, and then it coincides with the only su-
percoherent defeat status assignment generated by Algorithm REB1 or REB2 in case of
termination. 
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Termination is proved by showing that, for any r-type inference graph, starting from
an arbitrary initial state, both Algorithms REB1 and REB2 reach a final state in a finite
amount of time.
As far as Algorithm REB1 is concerned, the termination of the algorithm is ensured
without assuming any kind of fairness of the central scheduler, i.e., for any possible
scheduling policy. The proof for Algorithm REB1 proceeds by showing that if a given
stability condition holds for the neighbors of a node α, then also α reaches a stability
condition, entailed by the states of the neighbors, after exactly one move.
The proof for Algorithm REB2 is slightly more complicated compared to the case of
centralized scheduler, since different nodes can overlap their moves and a node evaluates
its guards using its local copies, which might be different from the current states of its
neighbors. However, the proof for Algorithm REB1 can be adapted with some modifica-
tions to the case of Algorithm REB2. First of all, it can be noticed that any node completely
updates the local copies of the states of its neighbors between two moves. Therefore, the
reasoning pattern exploited for the proof of Algorithm REB1 has to be slightly modi-
fied: after a given stability condition is reached by the neighbors of a node α, it may be
the case that α makes a move based on only partially updated local copies, however it is
guaranteed that after the subsequent complete updating α will reach in exactly one move
the stability condition entailed by the states of its neighbors. In short, Algorithm REB2
reaches in at most two moves the conditions which Algorithm REB1 reaches in a single
move.
Therefore, in the following, the proofs will mainly refer to Algorithm REB1; the neces-
sary modifications to handle the case of Algorithm REB2 are straightforward and will be
only quickly mentioned.
In the following, we will call a node stable (at a given instant of time) if it will not make
moves any more, i.e., if it will not change its state any more. Moreover, given a set of nodes
S, we introduce for every α ∈ S the following function:
degS(α) =
{




In words, degS(α) denotes the maximum among the lengths of the inferential chains that,
starting from an external node with respect to S, lead to α through the nodes of S. It should
be noticed that, since every argument has the form of a tree (i.e., there are not cycles made
up of inference edges only), the definition above is well-founded.
Proposition 41. Given an r-type inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, let S be a strongly
connected component of IG. If ∀γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) γ has become stable, then every node
of S becomes stable in a finite amount of time.
Proof. We reason by contradiction, supposing that the set S′ ⊆ S, made up of all the
nodes of S that will never become stable, is nonempty. The proof is organized in two
parts: first, we prove that after a finite amount of time we will always have that ∀α ∈ S′
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about S′.
The first statement is proved by induction on degS′(α).
Basis. We have to prove the statement for nodes α ∈ S′ such that degS′(α) = 1.
First of all, let us notice that, ∀β ∈ IMM(α), β is a stable node. In fact, since
degS′(α) = 1, ∀β ∈ IMM(α) β /∈ S′: if β ∈ (S \ S′), then it is stable by the definition
of S′, otherwise β /∈ S and, by Definition 27, β ∈ d-parents∗(S), therefore it is stable
by the hypothesis. Moreover, ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) γ is stable, since γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) by
Proposition 29. Now, taking into account the supercoherence conditions, it is easy to
see that α can indefinitely make moves only in case ∀β ∈ IMM(α) s[β] = UNDEF and
∀γ ∈ superiors(α) s[γ ] = DEF, otherwise it would become stable in one move (two moves,
if we consider the distributed scheduler). As a consequence, α will move by M6 or M7
only (possibly with the exception of the first move in the case of the distributed scheduler),
yielding s[α] ∈ {UNDEF,PROV} indefinitely.
Induction hypothesis. For all nodes γ ∈ S′ such that degS′(γ )  k, s[γ ] ∈ {UNDEF,
PROV} and this situation will hold forever.
Induction step. We have to prove that, for nodes α ∈ S′ such that degS′(α) = k + 1, s[α]
will belong to {UNDEF,PROV} in a finite amount of time, and this situation will hold
forever.
First of all, let us notice that, ∀β ∈ IMM(α), either β is stable or s[β] belongs to
{UNDEF,PROV} and this situation will hold forever. In fact, since degS′(α) = k + 1,
∀β ∈ IMM(α) either β /∈ S′ or degS′(β)  k: in the first case β is stable by the hypoth-
esis and the definition of S′, in the other case s[β] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}
by the induction hypothesis. Moreover, we have again that ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) γ is stable,
since γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) by Proposition 29. Now, it can be easily seen that the following
situations can be excluded:
– ∃β ∈ IMM(α) such that s[β] = DEF (in this case β would be stable, therefore α would
become stable by M1);
– ∃γ ∈ superiors(α) such that s[γ ] = UNDEF (in this case α would become stable with
s[α] = DEF, since it would move by M2 or M4 only).
As a consequence, in one move (two in the distributed model of computation), s[α] will
always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}, since further moves can be done by M3, M5, M6, M7
only. This proves the induction step of the proof.
Finally, from the fact that ∀γ ∈ S′ s[γ ] ∈ {UNDEF,PROV} indefinitely, we have to get
a contradiction. Let us consider a node α ∈ S′ such that degS′(α) = 1 (this node exists,
because the definition of degS′() is well founded). As we have shown in the basis case of
the inductive proof, α can make moves by M6 or M7 only (if we consider the distributed
scheduler, this is true after the first move at the latest): since α does not become stable, there
must be a node β ∈ contenders(α) which will continue to indefinitely make moves as well.
Since β ∈ contenders(α), β ∈ S. Moreover, since it is unstable, β belongs in particular to
S′, therefore s[β] ∈ {UNDEF,PROV} indefinitely. However, this entails that C4DEF[α] will
always be false, therefore α becomes stable by M7 with s[α] = PROV, and this contradicts
the initial supposition about S′. 
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Theorem 42. For any r-type inference graph IG, starting from an arbitrary initial state,
Algorithms REB1 and REB2 reach a final state in a finite amount of time.
Proof. Considering the strongly connected components of IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 as single
nodes, the obtained graph is acyclic. Since VI is finite, the theorem easily follows by in-
ductive application of Proposition 41, starting from those strongly connected components
S such that d-parents∗(S) = ∅. 
Combining the partial correctness and termination results, we get the total correctness
of the algorithms.
6.5. Complexity analysis
In the literature about self-stabilization, the computational complexity of self-stabilizing
algorithms is usually analyzed with reference to the notion of round [15]. Following [33],
a round is defined in the centralized scheduler model as a minimum execution sequence
in which each enabled action is taken at least once. Since in our algorithm the guards of a
node are mutually exclusive, we define a round as a minimum execution sequence in which
each node with an enabled guard is selected for execution at least once. We will examine
worst-case round complexity, where worst-case is determined by three factors: the graph
topology, the initial global state, and the scheduling order.
Worst-case round complexity analysis is carried out by considering independently the
strongly connected components of an r-type inference graph, and partitioning each one
of them in three classes of nodes; namely, given a strongly connected component S, we
define:
• SD that includes the nodes which are defeated from outside S,
• SP that includes the nodes that are provisionally defeated from outside S, and
• SUP that includes the nodes whose state is either undefeated or provisionally defeated
on the basis of their contenders.
More specifically, we refer to the following definition, where the three classes are de-
termined on the basis of the current states of the nodes in d-parents∗(S):
Definition 43 (Partition of a strongly connected component). Let S be a strongly connected
component of an inference graph. The nodes of S can be partitioned in the following three
sets:
• SD = {α ∈ S | ∃γ ∈ superiors(α) : s[γ ] = UNDEF ∨
∃γ ∈ [IMM(α)∩ d-parents∗(S)] : s[γ ] = DEF ∨
∃β ∈ [IMM(α)∩ S] : β ∈ S }D
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∃γ ∈ [IMM(α)∩ d-parents∗(S)] : s[γ ] = PROV ∨
∃β ∈ [IMM(α)∩ S] : β ∈ SP ) ∧
∀γ ∈ superiors(α) s[γ ] = UNDEF ∧
∀γ ∈ [IMM(α)∩ d-parents∗(S)] s[γ ] = DEF ∧
∀β ∈ [IMM(α)∩ S] β /∈ SD}
• SUP = {α ∈ S | ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) s[γ ] = DEF ∧
∀γ ∈ [IMM(α)∩ d-parents∗(S)] s[γ ] = UNDEF ∧
∀β ∈ [IMM(α)∩ S] β ∈ SUP}
Note that these recursive definitions are well-founded since there are no cycles made up
of inference edges only. Moreover, it can be easily checked that SD , SP , and SUP form a
partition of S.
The following lemmas (whose proofs are in Appendix B) establish some upper bounds
to the rounds that are necessary for the stabilization of a single strongly connected compo-
nent of an inference graph.
Lemma 44. Let S be a strongly connected component of an r-type inference graph. If
∀γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) γ is stable, then, after k rounds:
∀α ∈ SD : degS(α) k, α is stable with s[α] = DEF
∀α ∈ SP : degS(α) k, α is stable with s[α] = PROV
∀α ∈ SUP : degS(α) k, s[α] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}
Lemma 45. Let S be a strongly connected component of an inference graph and let α be a
node of S such that
• either IMM(α) = ∅ or ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) γ is stable with s[γ ] = UNDEF or s[γ ] =
PROV;
• either superiors(α) = ∅ or ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) γ is stable with s[γ ] = DEF;
• contenders(α) = ∅, or ∀γ ∈ contenders(α) either γ is stable or s[γ ] will always be-
long to {UNDEF,PROV}.
Then, α becomes stable in one round with s[α] = UNDEF or s[α] = PROV.
Lemma 46. Let S be a strongly connected component of an inference graph, and let α be
a node of S such that
• either IMM(α) = ∅ or ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) s[γ ] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV};
• either superiors(α) = ∅ or ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) γ is stable with s[γ ] = DEF;
• ∃β ∈ contenders(α) such that s[β] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}.
Then, α becomes stable in one round with s[α] = PROV.
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for any choice of α∗ ∈ S such that degS(α∗) = deg1S . Note that deg2S is the same for any
choice of α∗, and that deg2S is not always defined, since all nodes of S may belong to
sub(α∗). Moreover, it can be easily verified that deg2S  deg1S and that deg2S + deg1S  |S|.




0 if SUP = ∅
maxβ∈SUP degS(β) otherwise
The following lemmas are proved in Appendix B.
Lemma 47. Let S be a strongly connected component of an r-type inference graph such
that ∀γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) γ is stable. Then, after deg1S + k rounds, all nodes of (SD ∪ SP )
are stable, and all nodes α ∈ SUP such that degS(α) k are stable as well.
Lemma 48. Let S be a strongly connected component of an r-type inference graph, with
|SUP| > 1, such that ∀γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) γ is stable. If the following condition holds:
∀α ∈ SUP : degS(α) = degmaxSUP , ∃γ ∈ contenders(α) : γ ∈ SUP
then all nodes α ∈ SUP : degS(α) = degmaxSUP become stable in deg1S + 1 rounds.
The previous lemmas are the basis for determining the round complexity.
Proposition 49. Let S be a strongly connected component of an r-type inference graph such
that ∀γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) γ is stable. Then, all the nodes of S become stable after 2∗ |S|−1
rounds at most.
Proof. First, we consider the case in which degmaxSUP = |S|: taking into account the defini-
tion of SUP, it is easy to see that in this case S = SUP and that the latter is made up of a
unique inferential chain, therefore there is a unique α∗ ∈ SUP such that degS(α∗) = degmaxSUP .
If |S| = 1 then according to the definition of SUP the unique node of S satisfies the hypoth-
esis of Lemma 45, thus it becomes stable in one round. If |S| > 1, since S is a strongly
connected component there must be a node β ∈ S = SUP such that β ∈ d-defeaters(α∗),
and according to Proposition 26 we have that β ∈ contenders(α∗). As a consequence, we
can apply Lemma 48 to S which yields α∗ stable in deg1S + 1 rounds: taking into account
Lemma 47, the nodes of S become stable in deg1 + degmax − 1 2 ∗ |S| − 1 rounds.S SUP
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ways be applied. However, on the basis of Lemma 47 all the nodes of S become stable in
deg1S + degmaxSUP rounds, therefore the conclusion easily follows by taking into account that
deg1S  |S|. 
Theorem 50. Algorithm REB1 terminates in at most 2 ∗ n − 1 rounds, where n is the
number of nodes of the r-type inference graph to which it is applied.
Proof. Considering the strongly connected components {S1, . . . , Sm} of the inference
graph as single nodes, the obtained graph is acyclic. Reasoning by induction on this graph,
it is easy to see that on the basis of Proposition 49 the algorithm terminates in at most
(2 ∗ |S1| − 1 + 2 ∗ |S2| − 1 + · · · + 2 ∗ |Sm| − 1) 2 ∗ n− 1 rounds. 
One may now wonder whether a better computational complexity could be achieved
with a different algorithm. Actually, this is not the case: we show in Theorem 52 that any
distributed self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status computation in a graph respecting
the topological restriction stated in Proposition 26, which holds in particular in the case of
rebutting defeat only, has a worst-case round complexity of at least 2 ∗ n− 1 rounds.
Proposition 51. Let ALG be a distributed self-stabilizing algorithm with respect to
(ΩLEG,ΩILL) (see Definition 6), characterized by the function f (see Section 4.1) such
that ∀s,Ne K(s,Ne) is finite. Then, there is a self-stabilizing algorithm ALG′ with respect
to the same partition (ΩLEG,ΩILL) such that ∀s,Ne K ′(s,Ne) = 1, whose round complex-
ity is not greater than the round complexity of ALG.
Proof. With reference to the proof of Proposition 9, we prove that the round complex-
ity of ALG′ is not greater than that of ALG. To this purpose, let us consider a generic
execution sequence of ALG′ S ′ = s′0s′1s′2 . . . s′i . . . , and let us suppose that a legal state
is not reached before n rounds. Then, we can consider the execution sequence of ALG
s′0 S0 s′1 S1 s′2 S2 . . . s′i Si . . . constructed as in the proof of Proposition 9, where Si in-
dicates a sequence of states in which the scheduler chooses the same node as in s′i : as a
consequence, also in this sequence a legal state is not reached before n rounds. It follows
that the worst-case round complexity of ALG′ is not worse than the one of ALG. 
In the proof of the following theorem, we will consider two inference graphs where
a particular node has two neighbors, namely one immediate subargument and one direct
defeater: for this node, we will use the notation f (s, si , sd) where si denotes the state of
the immediate subargument and sd denotes the state of the direct defeater.
Theorem 52. Any self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status computation applied to r-type
inference graphs has a round complexity of at least 2n− 1 rounds.
Proof. According to Proposition 51, we can consider a generic algorithm ALG such that
∀s,Ne K(s,Ne) = 1.
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The proof is organized in two parts. First, we consider the inference graph and the initial
state shown in Fig. 8, and we obtain a set of conditions that the function f of ALG must
satisfy in order to correctly compute the right defeat status for such a graph. Then, we
consider the inference graph shown in Fig. 9, and we prove that there is an initial state and
a particular scheduling order such that, under the aforementioned conditions, the algorithm
does not stabilize in less than 2n− 1 rounds.
Let us start by considering the graph of Fig. 8. We notice that node α is initial, therefore
according to Definition 14 it should be undefeated in the termination state of ALG. Since
α is a defeater of a1, all nodes of the inferential chain a1, . . . , an should be defeated in the
termination state, yielding in turn nodes b1, . . . , bn−1 undefeated, since the unique defeater
of the corresponding inferential chain, i.e., an, is defeated.
We consider the initial state shown in Fig. 8, where each node of α,a1, a2, . . . , an−1 is
in a stable state: since the computation of these nodes is independent of the states of the
other nodes, such a stable state must exist, otherwise an execution sequence involving only





)= siDEF ∀i = 2, . . . , n− 1 (8)
Now, it must be possible to have a sequence of moves, where the scheduler selects nodes
an and b1 only, which makes both of them stable, in particular with s[an] = s′nDEF and
s[b1] = sn+1UNDEF: this is due to the fact that they form a strongly connected component











Since the sequence of choices made by the scheduler in the above computation will play a
role in the second part of the proof, let us indicate it as N (an, b1). Now, if the scheduler
selects the nodes b2, b3, . . . , bn−1 in this order, taking into account that b1 is stable and
that ∀s,Ne K(s,Ne) = 1, a stable state for all nodes is directly reached: if we denote as





)= sn+iUNDEF ∀i = 2, . . . , n− 1 (10)




)= sn+iUNDEF ∀i = 2, . . . , n− 1 (11)
In order to prove that the round complexity of ALG is at least 2n − 1, let us turn now
to the graph shown in Fig. 9. Here we have a single inferential chain such that the upper-
most node has the lowest one as a contender (this is an example of self-defeating argument
[51]): it can be seen that, according to Definition 14, all nodes must be provisionally de-
feated in a legal state of the algorithm. Now, we show that, starting from the initial state
shown in Fig. 9 (where s1DEF, . . . , snDEF are the local states considered in the first part of
the proof), if a particular scheduling order is chosen then the system does not enter a legal
state before 2n − 1 rounds. In the following, we indicate a global state as the vector made
up of the local states of the nodes (α1, α2, . . . , αn) in the relevant order, therefore the ini-
tial state is s0 = (s1DEF, . . . , snDEF). Let us assume that, in the first round, the scheduling
order is αn−1, αn−2, . . . , α2, followed by the sequence N introduced in the first part of the
proof where node αn replaces an and α1 replaces b1, i.e., N (αn,α1): taking into account
(8) and the fact that αn and α1 are in the same situation as an and b1 in Fig. 8, after this
first round the global state is s1 = (sn+1UNDEF, s2DEF, . . . , sn−1DEF, s′nDEF). Now, let us
consider n − 2 rounds in which the nodes are selected in the order αn,αn−1, . . . , α1. On
the basis of (8) and (9) the states of αn, . . . , α3 and α1 do not change in the first of these
rounds, while α2 moves to sn+2UNDEF according to (10). Then, taking into account also
Fig. 9. Inference graph considered in the proof of Theorem 52.
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rounds the global state sn−1 = (sn+1UNDEF, sn+2UNDEF, . . . , s2n−1UNDEF, s′nDEF). Now we
consider a round where the nodes are selected in the reverse order α1, α2, . . . , αn: tak-
ing into account (11) and (9), it is easy to see that only αn can change its state, yielding
sn = (sn+1UNDEF, sn+2UNDEF, . . . , s2n−1UNDEF,∗), where ∗ indicates an unspecified state.
Finally, we consider a sequence of rounds in which nodes are selected in turn in the order
(αn,αn−1, . . . , α1): on the basis of (11), it is easy to see that the state of αn−1 does not
change at least until completion of the (n−1)st of these rounds. Since in a legal state αn−1
should be provisionally defeated, summing up we have proved that at least 2n − 1 rounds
are needed for the algorithm to converge. 
The above proof refers to a case of a self-defeating argument (see Fig. 9). We now show
that the complexity can be lower in case the inference graph does not include self-defeating
arguments.
Definition 53 (Self-defeating arguments). An inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 is free
of self-defeating arguments iff ∀α,β, γ ∈ VI : α ∈ sub(γ ), if α ∈ d-defeaters(β) then β /∈
sub(γ ).
Lemma 54. Let S be a strongly connected component of an r-type inference graph free
of self-defeating arguments, for which deg2S is defined, such that ∀γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) γ is
stable. Let β1 be a node of S such that degS(β1) = deg1S . After deg2S + k rounds, we have
that ∀β ∈ S,β ∈ sub(β1) : degS(β) k β is stable.
Proof. See Appendix B. 
Proposition 55. Let S be a strongly connected component of an r-type inference graph free
of self-defeating arguments such that ∀γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) γ is stable. Then, all the nodes
of S become stable after |S| rounds at most.
Proof. The proof is immediate in case |S| = 1, therefore we only consider the case in
which |S| 2. Since there are no cycles made up of inferential edges only, there must be
two nodes α1, α2 ∈ S such that α1 ∈ d-defeaters(α2), and this entails, under the hypoth-
esis that there are no self-defeating arguments, that deg2S is defined for S. We consider a
node β∗ ∈ S such that degS(β∗) = deg1S , and we prove the proposition by distinguishing
two cases for a generic node α ∈ S. In case α ∈ sub(β∗), then according to Lemma 54 α
becomes stable after at most deg2S + deg1S  |S| rounds. On the other hand, if α /∈ sub(β∗)
then it must be the case that degS(α) deg2S , therefore we can get the same conclusion by
taking into account Lemma 47. 
Theorem 56. Algorithm REB1 terminates in at most n rounds, where n is the number of
nodes of the inference graph (satisfying the topological restriction of Proposition 26 and
free of self-defeating arguments) to which it is applied.
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Proof. Considering the strongly connected components {S1, . . . , Sm} of the inference
graph as single nodes, the obtained graph is acyclic. Reasoning by induction on this graph,
it is easy to see that on the basis of Proposition 55 the algorithm terminates in at most
(|S1| + · · · + |Sm|) n rounds. 
Again, we show that any distributed self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status compu-
tation has at least the same round complexity as Algorithm REB1 on inference graphs free
of self-defeating arguments.
Theorem 57. Any self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status computation applied to in-
ference graphs satisfying the topological restriction of Proposition 26 and free of self-
defeating arguments has a round complexity of at least n rounds.
Proof. First, let us consider the inference graph (satisfying the restriction mentioned in
the hypothesis) and the stable state shown in Fig. 10, where according to the definition of






)= siPROV ∀i = 2, . . . , n (12)
Then, let us consider the subgraph made up of the chain a1 → a2 → ·· · → an, initialized
in the global state (s1PROV, . . . , snPROV), and let us consider a scheduler which selects the
nodes in the order an, an−1 . . . a1. It is easy to see that, on the basis of (12), after the ith
round the nodes ai, ai+1, . . . , an maintain their initial states, therefore in particular an does
not enter its right state (which corresponds to a defeated or undefeated status) before the
completion of n rounds. 
7. A self-stabilizing algorithm for general inference graphs
The approach proposed in the previous section is guaranteed to be correct only for r-type
graphs, that include the significant case of rebutting defeat, where defeaters attack other
arguments by denying their (possibly intermediate) conclusions. However, another type
of defeat has also been considered in the literature, namely undercutting defeat, which
prevents the acceptance of an argument by attacking the connection between premises
and conclusion of one of the defeasible rules used in its construction [52]. Graphs with
undercutting defeat do not meet the topological constraint required by Algorithms REB1
and REB2, and this prevents them to work correctly: the right status assignment is not
always enforced, and the system is not even stable, i.e., there are initial states and particular
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this happens for instance in the case presented in Fig. 1.
The existence of undercutting defeaters leads us to focus on the second line of investi-
gation introduced at the end of Section 4, namely we define a distributed self-stabilizing
algorithm that is applicable to any inference graph, always terminates, and always provides
an acceptable result. In other words:
• it computes the right global defeat status assignment, for a family of graphs that satisfy
specified topological restrictions;
• for the graphs outside this family, the defeat status assignment adheres in any case to
some cautiousness criterion according to the grounded semantics.
The notion of cautiousness can be specified, according to grounded semantics, by as-
signing to the nodes that can not be dealt with correctly the status of provisionally defeated
instead of defeated or undefeated: this in fact can be considered a cautious error, while any
other type of incorrect assignment would correspond to an arbitrary unjustified choice.
As for the family of inference graphs correctly handled, due to the “conflict” between
cycles and chains evidenced in Section 4.3 there are basically two choices:
• properly treating defeat cycles of arbitrary length, but being unable to assign the right
status to some defeat chains;
• properly treating defeat chains of arbitrary length, but assigning a wrong status to some
defeat cycles.
Only the former choice is coherent with the cautiousness criterion, since in the second
case some nodes included in defeat cycles, which should be assigned the status of provi-
sionally defeated, might be incautiously assigned the status of defeated or undefeated. In
particular, we aim at defining an algorithm which correctly deals with graphs including de-
feat cycles of arbitrary length, while defeat chains are properly treated only if their length
is below a given threshold N , while nodes exceeding the given threshold in defeat chains
may be labelled provisionally defeated, according to the cautiousness criterion.
To this purpose, for every node α an additional variable d[α] is defined, that represents
the level at which α becomes stably in or stably out (see Definition 16). Since, on the
basis of Propositions 17 and 20, this level is related to the existence of a defeat chain of
length d[α], the variable d[α] encodes information which is less local than in the case of
Algorithms REB1 and REB2. In fact, it concerns not only the status of the neighbors of
α, but also part of the topology of the graph (specifically, part of the defeat tree rooted in
α). Actually, it turns out that it is impossible to correctly handle defeat cycles of arbitrary
length as well as defeat chains up to a given length threshold, without the use of this
non-completely local information. In fact, such an algorithm, running in a generic node α,
needs to distinguish the case where α is included in a defeat chain from that of defeat cycle.
However, if we assume that a node encodes only its defeat status and reacts according to the
defeat statuses of its neighbors, this distinction is impossible. As a consequence assuming
that the algorithm correctly handles defeat chains of length 3 (Fig. 11(a)), it is easy to see
that the incorrect state of the cycle shown in Fig. 11(b) is stable. To solve this problem
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Fig. 11. Inference graphs to show the necessity of non-completely local information.
the nodes need to include in their state some additional information related in some way
to graph topology. In general, extending the reasoning above, it can be seen that if a node
includes information related to at most k ancestors, it will be able to distinguish defeat
cycles from defeat chains up to a length which directly depends on k. Therefore to increase
the length of allowed chains it is necessary also to include information which is “less local”
in some sense.
The state of α is therefore identified by two state variables:
• status[α], whose domain is {DEF,UNDEF,PROV};
• d[α], whose domain is the set of natural numbers, and whose value is meaningful only
when status[α] is either DEF or UNDEF.
For the sake of brevity, the state of α will be indicated as s[α] = DEF(x) | UNDEF(x) |
PROV, where x is the value of d[α].
The algorithm for defeat status computation we propose for general inference graphs
in the case of centralized scheduler (Algorithm GEN1) is presented in Fig. 12. N  0 is a
constant and the following notations are used:
IMMDEF(α) = {β ∈ IMM(α) | status[β] = DEF}
IMMUND(α) = {β ∈ IMM(α) | status[β] = UNDEF}
DIRDEF(α) = {β ∈ d-defeaters(α) | status[β] = DEF}


















{TRUE if IMMDEF(α) = ∅ or DIRUND(α) = ∅FALSE otherwise
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∗[ (DCAUSE(α)) ∧(min LEVDEF(α)N)∧ (s[α] = DEF(min LEVDEF(α))) −→
M1: s[α] := DEF(min LEVDEF(α))
 (DCAUSE(α)) ∧ (min LEVDEF(α) > N)∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M2: s[α] := PROV
 (¬DCAUSE(α))∧ (PCAUSE(α)) ∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M3: s[α] := PROV
 (¬DCAUSE(α))∧ (¬PCAUSE(α))∧ (max LEVUND(α)N) ∧
(s[α] = UNDEF(max LEVUND(α))) −→
M4: s[α] := UNDEF(max LEVUND(α))
 (¬DCAUSE(α))∧ (¬PCAUSE(α))∧ (max LEVUND(α) > N)∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M5: s[α] := PROV
Fig. 12. Algorithm GEN1.
PCAUSE(α) =
{TRUE if ∃β ∈ (IMM(α)∪ d-defeaters(α)) : status[β] = PROV
FALSE otherwise
IMMDEF(α) and IMMUND(α) are the sets of immediate subarguments of α with status
DEF and UNDEF respectively, while DIRDEF(α) and DIRUND(α) represent analogous
definitions for direct defeaters. LEVUND(α) and LEVDEF(α) are sets of numbers whose
role will be explained below, while DCAUSE(α) and PCAUSE(α) are predicates which,
given the states of the neighbors, are true if there is a cause for α being DEF or PROV
respectively.
The underlying idea is the following. If an argument α is defeated in the right defeat
status assignment, according to Definition 14 there is a level k at which it becomes stably
out. As a consequence, according to Proposition 17, α has at least a defeater β (not neces-
sarily direct), called determinant node for α, which becomes stably in at level k − 1; in a
sense, β is the cause for α being defeated. In case an argument α is undefeated, according
to Definition 14 either it has no defeaters, or it becomes stably in at a level k > 0. In the
latter case, according to Proposition 20 all the defeaters of α become stably out at lower
than k levels, and there is a defeater β which becomes stably out at level k − 1; again, β
is the determinant node for the computation of the defeat status of α. Basically, the algo-
rithm works as follows: each node α updates its defeat status according to the coherence
conditions introduced in Proposition 24, and it updates d[α] to the proper value d[β] + 1,
where β is the node which α recognizes as its determinant node (either directly or through
an inferential chain). The threshold N is a constant which represents the maximum level
at which a generic node can become stably in or stably out, and plays a role when a node
has to be provisionally defeated in the termination state: basically, if d[β] + 1 > N , then α
updates its state to PROV. More specifically, the value of s[α] is locally updated on the ba-
sis of the assignments of the neighbors of α according to the following conditions, that we
call again supercoherence conditions and denote in the following as SCs′′ (to distinguish
them from SCs′ introduced in Section 6):
Definition 58 (Supercoherence conditions—general case). The state of a node α satisfies
the supercoherence conditions SCs′′ iff
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∗[ ∀γ : γ ∈ (IMM(α)∪ d-defeaters(α)) ::
(pc < P) ∧(γ = neighbor(pc)) −→
(ls[γ ],pc) := (s[γ ],pc + 1)
 (pc = P)∧ ¬guards[α] −→
pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LDCAUSE(α))∧ (min LLEVDEF(α)N) ∧
(s[α] = DEF(min LLEVDEF(α))) −→
M1: s[α] := DEF(min LLEVDEF(α)) ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (LDCAUSE(α))∧ (min LLEVDEF(α) > N)∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M2: s[α] := PROV ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (¬LDCAUSE(α))∧ (LPCAUSE(α)) ∧ (s[α] = PROV) −→
M3: s[α] := PROV ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (¬LDCAUSE(α))∧ (¬LPCAUSE(α))∧ (max LLEVUND(α)N) ∧
(s[α] = UNDEF(max LLEVUND(α))) −→
M4: s[α] := UNDEF(max LLEVUND(α)) ∧ pc := 0
 (pc = P)∧ (¬LDCAUSE(α))∧ (¬LPCAUSE(α))∧ (max LLEVUND(α) > N) ∧
(s[α] = PROV) −→
M5: s[α] := PROV ∧ pc := 0
where
guards[α] ≡ (LDCAUSE(α)∧ min LLEVDEF(α)N ∧ s[α] = DEF(min LLEVDEF(α)))∨
(LDCAUSE(α)∧ min LLEVDEF(α) > N ∧ s[α] = PROV)∨ . . .
Fig. 13. Algorithm GEN2.
(1) If DCAUSE(α) then
s[α] =
{DEF(min LEVDEF(α)) if min LEVDEF(α)N
PROV otherwise
(2) If ¬DCAUSE(α) and PCAUSE(α) then s[α] = PROV
(3) If ¬DCAUSE(α) and ¬PCAUSE(α) then
s[α] =
{UNDEF(max LEVUND(α)) if max LEVUND(α)N
PROV otherwise
where in case LEVUND(α) = ∅ (i.e., α is initial) max LEVUND(α) is assumed to be 0.
As in Section 6, the algorithm for the centralized scheduler can be adapted to the case of
the distributed scheduler, obtaining Algorithm GEN2 shown in Fig. 13. Here, the notations
LDCAUSE(α), LPCAUSE(α), LLEVDEF(α) and LLEVUND(α) have the same meaning as
the corresponding ones introduced in the algorithm GEN1 of Fig. 12, but they are evaluated
on the basis of the local copies of the neighboring states.
As far as the correctness proof is concerned, we follow the same methodology used in
Section 6, i.e., we first prove the partial correctness of the algorithm and then we prove
termination.
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In this subsection, we prove that, in a termination state of either Algorithm GEN1 or
GEN2, the resulting defeat status assignment, namely L :VI → {UNDEF,PROV,DEF}
such that ∀α ∈ VI L(α) = status[α], is the right one. Again, we start by noticing that, as
evident from the definition of the algorithms, in a termination state the states of all nodes
must satisfy the supercoherence conditions SCs′′ introduced above. On the basis of these
conditions, the following lemmas can be proved (proofs can be found in Appendix C).
Lemma 59. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference graph
IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, we have that for all α ∈ VI , s[α] = DEF(0).
Lemma 60. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference graph
IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, the following holds. Let α and α be two nodes of VI such that α ∈
sub(α) and s[α ] = DEF(k). Then, s[α] = DEF(i) with i  k.
Lemma 61. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference graph
IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, the following holds. Let α and α be two nodes of VI such that α ∈
sub(α) and s[α ] = PROV. Then, either s[α] = DEF(i) or s[α] = PROV.
Lemma 62. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference graph
IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, the following holds. Let α and α be two nodes of VI such that α ∈
sub(α) and s[α ] = UNDEF(k). If s[α] = UNDEF(i) then i  k.
Lemma 63. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference graph
IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, the following holds. Let α ∈ VI be a node of IG and 0 k < N such
that
∀α ∈ sub(α),∀β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) s[β] = DEF(i), with i  k
Then,
∀α ∈ sub(α) s[α ] = UNDEF(m) with m k + 1.
Lemma 64. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference graph
IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, the following holds. Let α ∈ VI be a node of IG and k  0 such that
∀α ∈ sub(α),∀β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) if s[β] = UNDEF(i) then i  k
Then,
if s[α] = DEF(i) then i  k + 1.
The proof of partial correctness is based on the following proposition, which relates the
labelling after termination with the states prescribed by the semantics.
Proposition 65. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference
graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, the following holds. For every node α ∈ VI and for every
mN :
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– α becomes stably out at level m iff s[α] = DEF(m).
Proof. The proof is by induction on mN .
Basis. We have to prove that the statement holds for m = 0.
As for the ‘only if’ part of the proof, we notice that α cannot become stably out at level
0, because all the arguments are in at level 0. If α becomes stably in at level 0, then by
Corollary 21 we have that ∀α ∈ sub(α) d-defeaters(α ) = ∅. As a consequence, reasoning
inductively on the length of α and taking into account the third SC′′ (first case), it is easy
to prove that s[α] = UNDEF(0).
As for the opposite direction of the proof, by Lemma 59 we have that s[α] = DEF(0),
therefore we have only to consider the case in which s[α] = UNDEF(0). First, con-
sidering a generic node γ we have that, according to the SCs′′, s[γ ] = UNDEF(0)
can be given only by the third SC′′ (first case), with max LEVUND(γ ) = 0. Since
¬DCAUSE(γ ) and ¬PCAUSE(γ ) are verified, either d-defeaters(γ ) = ∅ or ∀β ∈
d-defeaters(γ ) s[β] = DEF(i). However, since max LEVUND(γ ) = 0, this can hold only
if d-defeaters(γ ) = ∅. Turning to node α, on the basis of Lemmas 60–62, we have that
∀α ∈ sub(α) s[α ] = UNDEF(0), which taking into account the observation above entails
that ∀α ∈ sub(α) d-defeaters(α ) = ∅. As a consequence, according to Definition 12, α has
no defeaters, so that it becomes stably in at level 0.
Induction hypothesis. For every node α and for every i  k, with 0 k < N , α becomes
stably in at level i iff s[α] = UNDEF(i), and α becomes stably out at level i iff s[α] =
DEF(i).
Induction step. We have to prove that the statement holds for k + 1.
Assume that α ∈ VI becomes stably in at level k + 1. Taking into account Corollary 21
and the induction hypothesis, we have that
∀α ∈ sub(α),∀β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) s[β] = DEF(i), with i  k < N (13)
and that
∃δ ∈ sub(α),∃β ∈ d-defeaters( δ ) such that s[β] = DEF(k) (14)
On the basis of Lemma 63, (13) entails that
∀α ∈ sub(α) s[α ] = UNDEF(m) with m k + 1. (15)
Now, taking into account (14) we have that ∃δ ∈ sub(α) : max LEVUND( δ ) k+1. More-
over, by (15) s[ δ ] = UNDEF(m) (with m k+1), that can be given only by the third SC′′
(first case), with m = max LEVUND( δ ). As a consequence, we have k + 1m k + 1,
i.e., s[ δ ] = UNDEF(k + 1). Now, by Lemma 62 if s[α] = UNDEF(m) then m  k + 1,
therefore, taking into account (15) with α = α, we have that s[α] = UNDEF(k + 1), and
we are done.
Let us turn now to the other case of the ‘only if’ part of the proof, i.e., let us assume
that α ∈ VI becomes stably out at level k + 1. Taking into account Corollary 18 and the
induction hypothesis, we have that
∀α ∈ sub(α),∀β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) if s[β] = UNDEF(i) then i  k (16)
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On the basis of Lemma 64, (16) entails that
if s[α] = DEF(i) then i  k + 1 (18)
Now, taking into account (17) we have that ∃α ∈ sub(α) such that DCAUSE(α ) holds and
min LEVDEF(α ) k + 1 N : as a consequence, according to the first SC′′ (first case),
we have that s[α ] = DEF(i) with i  k+1. By Lemma 60, this yields s[α] = DEF(i) with
i  k + 1, which taking into account (18) yields in turn s[α] = DEF(k + 1).
Let us now turn to the ‘if part’ of the proof, starting from the hypothesis that max s[α] =
UNDEF(k + 1): we have to prove that α becomes stably in at level k + 1. We prove the
following statements:
∀α ∈ sub(α),∀γ ∈ d-defeaters(α ) s[γ ] = DEF(i), with i  k (19)
∃α ∈ sub(α),∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) : s[β] = DEF(k) (20)
As a consequence, according to Definition 12, and taking into account the induction hy-
pothesis, we have that every defeater of α becomes stably out at a level lower than k, and
there is a defeater of α which becomes stably out at level k. This entails that α is in at all
levels greater than k, and it is out at level k, i.e., α becomes stably in at level k + 1.
Let us prove the statement (19). Since s[α] = UNDEF(k + 1), on the basis of Lem-
mas 60–62, it must be the case that ∀α ∈ sub(α) s[α ] = UNDEF(i), with i  k + 1.
According to the third SC′′ (first case) we have that ∀α ∈ sub(α) ¬DCAUSE(α ),
¬PCAUSE(α ) and max LEVUND(α ) k + 1 N . By definition, this entails that ∀γ ∈
d-defeaters(α ) s[γ ] = DEF(i), with i  k, and the statement (19) is proved.
Let us now prove the statement (20). Since s[α] = UNDEF(k + 1), according to the
third SC′′ (first case), it must be the case that max LEVUND(α) = k + 1, therefore either
∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α) : s[β] = DEF(k) or ∃γ ∈ IMM(α) : s[γ ] = UNDEF(k + 1). In the first
case (20) is proved, in the other case we can iterate the same step of reasoning on γ (and
so on): since arguments have a finite length, we can not iterate indefinitely and we end up
with an α ∈ sub(α) such that ∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) : s[β] = DEF(k), and we are done.
Finally, let us now turn to the other case of the ‘if part’ of the proof, i.e., let us consider
the hypothesis that s[α] = DEF(k + 1), and let us prove that α becomes stably in at level
k + 1. We prove the following statements:
∀α ∈ sub(α),∀γ ∈ d-defeaters(α ) if s[γ ] = UNDEF(i) then i  k (21)
∃α ∈ sub(α),∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) : s[β] = UNDEF(k) (22)
According to Definition 12, and taking into account the induction hypothesis, (21) and (22)
entail that α has no defeaters that become stably in at levels lower than k, and there is a
defeater of α which becomes stably in at level k. As a consequence, α is out at all levels
greater than k, and it does not become stably out at a level lower than k + 1, otherwise by
Proposition 17 it would have a defeater that becomes stably in at a level lower than k. As a
consequence, α becomes stably out at level k + 1.
Let us prove the statement (21). Since s[α] = DEF(k + 1), on the basis of Lemma 60 it
must be the case that ∀α ∈ sub(α), if s[α ] = DEF(i), then i  k + 1. Taking into account
the SCs′′, this entails that ∀α ∈ sub(α) and ∀γ ∈ d-defeaters(α ), if s[γ ] = UNDEF(i),
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u k.
Let us now prove the statement (22). As s[α] = DEF(k + 1), according to the first
SC′′ (first case), it must be the case that min LEVDEF(α) = k + 1, therefore either
∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α) : s[β] = UNDEF(k) or ∃γ ∈ IMM(α) : s[γ ] = DEF(k + 1). In the first
case (22) is proved, in the other case we can iterate the same step of reasoning on γ : again,
since arguments have a finite length, we have that ∃α ∈ sub(α), ∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α ) :
s[β] = UNDEF(k), and we are done. 
We are now in a position to completely characterize the termination state of the algo-
rithm.
Proposition 66. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference
graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, the following holds. For every node α ∈ VI , if α is defeated
(undefeated) and becomes stably out (stably in) at a level m  N then s[α] = DEF(m)
(s[α] = UNDEF(m)); in all the other cases, s[α] = PROV.
Proof. By Proposition 65, if α becomes stably out or stably in at a level mN then s[α]
has the right assignment, otherwise α has one of the following assignments:
(1) s[α] = DEF(m), with m > N ;
(2) s[α] = UNDEF(m), with m > N ;
(3) s[α] = PROV.
However, it can be easily seen that the first two assignments cannot hold if the supercoher-
ence conditions are satisfied, therefore s[α] = PROV. 
Before completing the proof, it is useful to give a better characterization of the role of
the threshold N , by introducing the following definition:
Definition 67 (MAXLEVEL(IG)). Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉,
MAXLEVEL(IG) is the maximum level at which an argument of VI becomes stably
in or stably out, namely
MAXLEVEL(IG) = max
α∈VI
{k | α becomes stably in or stably out at level k}
where in case all arguments are provisionally defeated MAXLEVEL(IG) is assumed to
be 0.
Correctness of both algorithms is ensured if N MAXLEVEL(IG).
Theorem 68. After termination of either Algorithm GEN1 or GEN2 on an inference graph
IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉, let L :VI → {UNDEF,DEF,PROV} be the defeat status assignment
such that ∀α ∈ VI , L(α) = status[α]. If N MAXLEVEL(IG), then L is the right la-
belled defeat graph for IG. Moreover, for every node α ∈ VI , if status[α] = DEF or
status[α] = UNDEF then α becomes stably out or stably in, respectively, at level d[α].
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MAXLEVEL(IG), if an argument becomes stably in or stably out at a level k then
k N . 
The following proposition gives an upper bound to MAXLEVEL(IG).
Proposition 69. Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 with n nodes,
MAXLEVEL(IG) < n.
Proof. On the basis of Propositions 17 and 20, it can be proved that if a node α be-
comes stably out or stably in at a level k  1, then there are k different nodes besides
α which become stably out or stably in at different levels lower than k. More specifically,
∃ {β0, β1, . . . , βk−1} such that:
• for i = 0, . . . , k − 1, βi becomes stably out or stably in at level i;
• for i = 0, . . . , k − 2, 〈βi,βi+1〉 ∈ RDI ;
• 〈βk−1, α〉 ∈ RDI .
As a consequence, since IG has n nodes, there are no arguments which become stably out
or stably in at a level k  n, therefore MAXLEVEL(IG) < n. 
From the above proofs, a node α is dealt with incorrectly only if it becomes stably in or
stably out at a level greater than N . This condition may hold only if there exists a defeat
chain of length greater than N whose last node is α. Therefore, (cautious) incorrect results
may affect only nodes included in the part of a defeat chain exceeding the threshold N .
We can summarize the results of this section by the following theorem.
Theorem 70. Given an inference graph IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 with n nodes, if N  n − 1
then both Algorithms GEN1 and GEN2 on IG satisfy partial correctness.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 68 and Proposition 69. 
7.2. Termination
In this subsection, we complete the correctness proof of Algorithms GEN1 and GEN2
by proving their termination. As in Section 6.4, in the proofs we will refer to the case of
the centralized scheduler, mentioning the necessary modifications to handle the distributed
scheduler.
In the following, we will say that a node α makes a k-including move if α changes
its state to UNDEF(k) or DEF(k), and we will say that α makes a k-removing move if it
changes its state from UNDEF(k) or DEF(k). We will denote by k-move a move which is
either k-including or k-removing. It should be noticed that there are moves which are both
k-including and k-removing, e.g., when α moves its state from UNDEF(k) to DEF(k).
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is stable at level m iff for any k m it will never make k-moves any more. Accordingly, at
a given instant of time the computation of the algorithm on an inference graph is stable at
level m iff all nodes are stable at level m.
Proposition 72 proves the stabilization of a node given some hypotheses on the stability
of its neighbors.
Proposition 72. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an inference graph. Considering a natural
number k such that 0  k  N , let α be a node of VI such that either IMM(α) = ∅ or
∀β ∈ IMM(α) β is stable at level k. Moreover, if k > 0 let us assume that the computation
is stable at level k − 1 (0  k − 1  N − 1). Then, α can make only a finite number
of k-moves; in particular, it can make one k-move at most in the centralized model of
computation (two k-moves in the distributed model).
Proof. If status[α] ∈ {UNDEF,DEF} and d[α] = l  k − 1, then α is stable by the hy-
pothesis, since any move would be l-removing, therefore in the remainder of the proof
we assume that either d[α]  k or status[α] = PROV. We distinguish three cases for α,
corresponding to three mutually exclusive and exhaustive conditions on the states of its
neighbors that, taking into account the stability hypotheses of the proposition, can be easily
seen to hold forever. Assuming a centralized model of computation, we prove the conclu-
sion by showing that in each of the three cases only the first move for α can be a k-move.
In the distributed model of computation, we have to take into account an additional move
that updates the local copies of neighboring states (see Section 6.4).
(1) ∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α) : s[β] = UNDEF(l) with l  k − 1, or ∃β ′ ∈ IMM(α) : s[β ′] =
DEF(l′) with l′  k.
Under this hypothesis, β and β ′ are stable, therefore it will always be the case that
DCAUSE(α)∧min LEVDEF(α) = k′ with k′  k N . As a consequence, α can make
one move by M1 at most, after that it is stable with s[α] = DEF(k′).
(2) ∀β ∈ IMM(α) s[β] = UNDEF(l), with l  k, and ∀β ′ ∈ d-defeaters(α) s[β ′] =
DEF(l′), with l′  k − 1 (including the case IMM(α) = ∅ ∧ d-defeaters(α) = ∅).
In this case, all the elements of IMM(α) and d-defeaters(α) are stable by the hypoth-
esis, therefore the conditions ¬DCAUSE(α), ¬PCAUSE(α) and max LEVUND(α) =
k′  k N will hold forever. As a consequence, α can make one move by M4 at most,
after that it is stable with s[α] = UNDEF(k′).
(3) The remaining case is identified by the logical conjunction of the following statements
(that taking into account the stability hypothesis of the proposition can be seen to hold
forever):
/∃β ∈ d-defeaters(α) : s[β] = UNDEF(l) with l  k − 1 (23)
/∃γ ∈ IMM(α) : s[γ ] = DEF(l′) with l′  k (24)
∃β ′ ∈ d-defeaters(α) : s[β ′] ∈ {DEF(m),UNDEF(m),PROV},m k,or
∃γ ′ ∈ IMM(α) : s[γ ′] ∈ {DEF(m),UNDEF(m),PROV},m k + 1 (25)
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quence, the first move might be k-removing, but the subsequent ones are not k-moves.
In order to prove this fact, let us consider all possible moves by α, by analyzing the
three cases corresponding to the SCs′′.
If DCAUSE(α) is true, α can move by M1 or M2. Taking into account (23) and (24),
we have that min LEVDEF(α) > k, therefore α can change its state either to DEF(l)
with l  k + 1 or to PROV.
If ¬DCAUSE(α) and PCAUSE(α), α can move by M3 only, yielding s[α] = PROV.
If ¬DCAUSE(α) and ¬PCAUSE(α), then it must be the case that ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) s[γ ] =
UNDEF(i), and ∀β ∈ d-defeaters(α) s[β] = DEF(i). On the basis of (25), we have that
either ∃β ′ ∈ d-defeaters(α) : s[β ′] = DEF(m), with m k, or ∃γ ′ ∈ IMM(α) : s[γ ′] =
UNDEF(m), with m  k + 1. This entails that max LEVUND(α)  k + 1, and since
α can move by M4 or M5 only, a move by α yields either s[α] = UNDEF(m), with
m k + 1, or s[α] = PROV.
Note that the proof is valid also for the case k = 0, where the three conditions above
become respectively:6
(1) ∃β ∈ IMM(α) : s[β] = DEF(0);
(2) ∀β ∈ IMM(α) s[β] = UNDEF(0), and d-defeaters(α) = ∅;
(3) /∃γ ∈ IMM(α) : s[γ ] = DEF(0), and either d-defeaters(α) = ∅ or ∃γ ′ ∈ IMM(α) :
s[γ ′] ∈ {DEF(m),UNDEF(m),PROV},m 1. 
The result of Proposition 72 is then used inductively to prove stabilization for every
level k N .
Proposition 73. Let IG = 〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉 be an inference graph. For every k  N , the
computation becomes stable at level k in a finite amount of time.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. First, we prove that the total number of possible
0-moves by all nodes is finite, therefore either they are all exhausted or their exhaustion
is prevented by the execution of infinitely many i-moves, with i > 0. In both cases, the
computation becomes stable at level 0 after a finite amount of time. Then we show that, by
assuming that at time Tk−1 the computation is stable at level k − 1, only a finite number of
k-moves can be made by all nodes. As a consequence, for the same reason presented above,
there is a finite amount of time ∆k such that at time Tk = Tk−1 + ∆k the computation will
be stable at level k.
Basis k = 0. We prove that a generic node α can make only a finite number of 0-moves
by induction on l(α). In the basis case, i.e., l(α) = 1, we have that IMM(α) = ∅, therefore
Proposition 72 can be applied with k = 0. As far as the induction step is concerned, if
l(α) > 1 we assume inductively that all the nodes of IMM(α) can make only a finite number
6 Actually, the first condition is impossible on the basis of Lemma 59, but this does not affect the proof which
is only concerned with termination of the algorithm.
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during which α can make only a finite number of moves. Then, it is again possible to apply
Proposition 72 with k = 0, yielding the desired conclusion.
Induction hypothesis. The computation becomes stable at level k − 1 in a finite amount
of time Tk−1, with 0 < k N .
Induction step. We prove that, after Tk−1, the computation becomes stable at level k in
a finite amount of time. The proof is easily obtained, as in the basis case, by induction on
l(α), applying inductively Proposition 72 with k > 0. 
By the proposition above, we can immediately prove the termination of both Algorithms
GEN1 and GEN2.
Theorem 74. For any inference graph IG, starting from an arbitrary initial state, Algo-
rithms GEN1 and GEN2 reach a final state in a finite amount of time.
Proof. By Proposition 73, after a finite amount of time the computation becomes stable at
level N . This means that only those nodes γ such that d[γ ] > N can make moves: since
there is no move that yields d[γ ] > N , they can only make one move to put s[γ ] = PROV.
As a consequence, there are at most n possible moves by all the nodes, which will be
exhausted in a finite amount of time. 
Combining the partial correctness and termination results, we get the total correctness
of the algorithms.
7.3. Complexity analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the worst-case round complexity of the algorithm for a
general graph referring to the case of centralized scheduler. In this context a role will be
played by the maximal length of the arguments considered.
Definition 75 (MAXLENGTH(IG)). With reference to a given inference graph IG =





Proposition 76. Let us consider an arbitrary execution sequence of Algorithm GEN1 on
an inference graph IG. After round MAXLENGTH(IG) ∗ i, with 1  i  N + 1, the
computation is stable at level i − 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i.
Basis i = 1. Taking into account Proposition 72 with k = 0, it is easy to see that after
the first round all nodes α with l(α) = 1, i.e., with IMM(α) = ∅, are stable at level 0. As a
consequence, after the second round the same proposition (again with k = 0) yields that all
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is easy to see that after round MAXLENGTH(IG) the computation is stable at level 0.
Induction hypothesis. After round MAXLENGTH(IG)∗ i, with 0 < i N , the compu-
tation is stable at level i − 1.
Induction step. We prove that after the subsequent MAXLENGTH(IG) rounds the com-
putation is stable at level i. The proof proceeds in a similar way as in the basis case, by
applying inductively Proposition 72 with k = i > 0. 
Lemma 77. Let us consider an arbitrary execution sequence of Algorithm GEN1 on IG =
〈VI ,RI ,RDI〉: after the first round, for all nodes α ∈ VI either d[α]  N or status[α] =
PROV, and this condition will always hold.
Proof. It is immediate to see, by inspection of the algorithm, that there is no move which
brings about d[α] > N . Moreover, it can be noticed that if d[α] > N then one of the guards
of α is true, therefore the thesis is enforced during the first round. 
Theorem 78. Let us consider an arbitrary execution sequence of Algorithm GEN1 on an
inference graph IG: the algorithm terminates after at most (N + 1)∗MAXLENGTH(IG)
rounds.
Proof. According to Proposition 76, after (N + 1)∗MAXLENGTH(IG) rounds the com-
putation is stable at level N . Then, the conclusion easily follows by taking into account
Lemma 77. 
As in the case of Algorithm REB1, we prove that any distributed self-stabilizing algo-
rithm that produces correct results for any inference graph correctly managed by Algorithm
GEN1 has a worst-case round complexity of at least (N + 1) ∗ MAXLENGTH(IG). In
this respect, let us notice that, according to Theorem 68, Algorithm GEN1 is correct for all
graphs IG such that N MAXLEVEL(IG). In particular, let us consider the two graphs
shown in Figs. 14 and 15. As for the first one, whose topology is parametric on N , it can be
seen that, according to the grounded semantics, the nodes aiL+1, . . . , a(i+1)L (with 0 i 
N ) become stably in or stably out at level i, therefore in this case MAXLEVEL(IG) = N .
As for the second one, all nodes should be provisionally defeated in the right defeat sta-
tus assignment, therefore in this case MAXLEVEL(IG) = 0. We then prove the result by
showing that any algorithm which correctly handles these two graphs can not have a round
complexity strictly lower than that of GEN1.
Theorem 79. Any self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status computation which han-
dles the graphs shown in Figs. 14 and 15 has a round complexity of at least (N + 1) ∗
MAXLENGTH(IG) rounds.
Proof. Rather than giving a completely formal proof, such as that of Theorem 52, which
would involve several equations concerning f , here we proceed with a rather more infor-
mal style. On the basis of Proposition 51, we assume without loss of generality that ∀s and
∀Ne, K(s,Ne) = 1.
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First, let us consider the inference graph shown in Fig. 14 and the relevant initial
state, which has been chosen in a particular way that deserves an explanation. First,
(s1UNDEF, . . . , sLUNDEF) is a stable state for the subgraph which includes the nodes
(a1, . . . , aL): notice that the existence of this stable state is guaranteed by the fact that
∀s∀Ne, K(s,Ne) = 1, and the grounded semantics prescribes that the corresponding status
assignments are all UNDEF. As it can be noticed in the figure, the local states of the nodes
a1, a2, . . . , aL have been chosen as initial states of the nodes aL+1, aL+2, . . . , a2L, respec-
tively. Now, considering an execution sequence involving such nodes aL+1, aL+2, . . . , a2L
in the relevant order, it is easy to see that it leads to a stable state: we denote as
sL+1DEF, . . . , s2LDEF the corresponding stable states of the nodes, where again the relevant
status assignments are prescribed by the grounded semantics (in the figure the transitions
from initial to stable states are indicated at the right of the relevant nodes). These local
states are the initial states of the nodes a2L+1, a2L+2, . . . , a3L. Similar choices concern all
the inferential chains shown in the figure, i.e., the initial states of the nodes making up
a chain are exactly the stable states reached in one round by the nodes that make up the
chain at its left. As a consequence, considering the global initial state shown in the figure, it
turns out that an execution sequence involving the nodes a1, a2, . . . , aL, aL+1, . . . , a(N+1)L
in the relevant order yields a stable state, where the local states of the nodes are
s1UNDEF, . . . , sLUNDEF, sL+1DEF, sL+2DEF, . . . , s(N+1)LDEF (in particular, N is assumed to
be odd in the figure).
In order to prove the lower bound to the round complexity, let us now consider the
graph and the initial state shown in Fig. 15: we show that if a particular scheduling order is
chosen, then the system does not enter a legal state before (N +1)∗L rounds, and the con-
clusion follows by taking into account that, in this case, MAXLENGTH(IG) = L. In the
following, we indicate a global state as the vector made up of the local states of the nodes
(β1, β2, . . . , βL) in the relevant order, so that the initial state is (s1UNDEF, . . . , sLUNDEF).
First, we consider N ∗L rounds where nodes are selected as indicated:
1. For N times
2. L− 1 rounds: with order βL . . . β1
3. 1 round: with order β1 . . . βL.
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In order to analyze the evolution of the global state, let us consider the first round: it is easy
to see that βL . . . β2 do not change their states, since they are in the same situation as nodes
aL . . . a2 in Fig. 14; on the other hand, β1 reacts as aL+1 in Fig. 14, yielding the global
state (sL+1DEF, s2UNDEF, . . . , sLUNDEF). Reasoning in a similar way, it is easy to see that
the global state after L − 1 rounds is (sL+1DEF, sL+2DEF, . . . , s2L−1DEF, sLUNDEF). In the
subsequent round (i.e., the Lth), nodes are selected in the order β1 . . . βL, therefore only
βL reacts, in the same way as a2L in Fig. 14: in summary, after the first series of L rounds
the system enters the global state (sL+1DEF, . . . , s2LDEF). Iterating the same reasoning for
the other N − 1 series of L rounds, it can be seen that the global state after N ∗L rounds is
(sNL+1DEF, . . . , s(N+1)LDEF), i.e., the one corresponding to the rightmost inferential chain
in Fig. 14.
Finally, we consider a sequence of rounds in which nodes are selected in the order
βL,βL−1, . . . β1: taking into account the stability of the final state in Fig. 14, it is easy
to see that the state of βL does not change at least until completion of round L. Since
in a legal state all nodes should be provisionally defeated, we have proved that at least
NL+L = (N +1)L rounds are needed for the algorithm to converge, and we are done. 
8. Comparison with related works
The results presented in this paper provide a significant theoretical contribution to the
analysis and solution of the problem of distributed defeat status computation, i.e., the prob-
lem of assigning a justification status to arguments in a distributed context. This problem
is related, at a general level, to studies concerning the management of uncertain informa-
tion giving rise to belief conflicts in a distributed setting, and, more directly, to approaches
adopting argumentation theory as a formal basis for conflict management in negotiation
between autonomous agents. As to the computational model and techniques adopted, re-
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Satisfaction Problem (DCSP). These aspects are discussed in the following subsections.
8.1. Management of belief conflicts in a distributed context
A first family of related works concerns the problem of distributed uncertain reason-
ing, where a set of agents have to cope with inconsistencies arising from locally detained
and uncertain information. While the goal of handling inconsistencies among beliefs can
be regarded as a particular type of conflict management, none of the works we are aware
of exploits argumentation to explicitly manage conflicts, nor considers the issue of self-
stabilization. For instance, in [71] a framework for cooperative multi-agent probabilistic
reasoning is proposed: each agent operates on a local belief network which is part of a
global network. Each agent acquires evidence asynchronously, updates its local network
and has to propagate updates to other agents. The propagation mechanism relies on specific
assumptions about the scheduling of activities, in particular, processing of new evidence
is suspended during communication with other agents. Some extensions to this framework
are proposed in [70], where the concurrency issues arising from removing some of the re-
strictive assumptions of [71] are analyzed and an approach based on transaction processing
techniques is proposed. This work assumes however that the knowledge base of each agent
is fully accessible to all other agents.
While the above proposals lie in the area of quantitative approaches to uncertainty rep-
resentation, in [16] the notion of “distributed belief revision” in a community of agents
is considered both at symbolic level, where an assumption-based truth maintenance sys-
tem (ATMS) is used, and at quantitative level, where belief functions theory is adopted.
Roughly, when an agent receives a new piece of information p, possibly inconsistent with
its previous knowledge base KB, it is assumed that the maximally consistent subsets of
KB ∪ {p} are determined using the ATMS and then these subsets are ordered according
to credibility weights which are recomputed in the light of the new information received.
Some of the assumptions of this work are in contrast with the argumentation semantics
we adopt: for instance, in [16] it is assumed that the estimated reliability of a source is de-
creased by the presence of any contradiction involving it. Though this may be reasonable in
some contexts, in general it may give rise to undesirable effects and this kind of behavior is
excluded by most argumentation semantics. Moreover, the work of [16] is mainly focused
on the simulation and analysis of the behavior of an agent community under various com-
munication and belief adoption policies related to different roles played by agents, rather
than on the general properties of the underlying belief revision model.
In [62] multiagent belief revision is considered in the context of speculative computa-
tion, where an agent may make a speculative guess about the information it is going to
receive from other agents. Though this encompasses a form of revision when a guess turns
out to be wrong, in this context there are clearly no real conflicts.
Multiagent truth maintenance [29] has some more similarities with our approach: every
agent is assumed to manage its beliefs, which are partially shared with other agents, in
the context of a truth maintenance system (TMS). The TMS representation has some sim-
ilarities with the inference graph: it includes inference and incompatibility relationships
between propositions and assigns to each proposition a sort of defeat status which may be
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modifies some of its local beliefs, a distributed algorithm is used to recompute the status
assignments so that consistency is obtained (if possible) both at the local and at the global
level. Our approach can be regarded as an extension of this seminal work in two directions.
On one hand, we consider distributed defeat status computation in the frame of argumen-
tation theory which has a more general, advanced and articulated semantics than TMS (see
[52,59] for a discussion of the relationships between argumentation theory and TMSs). On
the other hand, we adopt less restrictive assumptions about computation: in the basic algo-
rithm of [29] only one agent is active at a time, and only a limited form of concurrency is
allowed. Moreover some of the exchanged messages need to contain the list of all agents
visited so far, along with information on the status of their shared variables.
8.2. Argumentation in multi-agent systems
Argumentation theory has been considered from different perspectives in multi-agent
literature, reflecting various meanings ascribed to the term “argumentation”.
In a first family of works, argumentation is mainly considered in the context of the
study of inter-agent dialogues. The reader is referred to [46] for a survey on this topic.
As pointed out in [46], several proposals in this area have been inspired by an influential
model of human dialogues due to Walton and Krabbe [69], which identifies six primary
types of dialogues, and aim at providing a formal counterpart to this model in terms of
argumentation theory. In this context, arguments are typically regarded as justifications ac-
companying agent utterances, while dialogue protocols specify the types of messages the
agents may exchange and their admissible sequences. Different protocols have to be de-
fined for different dialogue goals, e.g., negotiation, persuasion, inquiry, etc. For instance,
[60] proposes the formalism of Dialogue Frames which, differently from previous propos-
als in the literature, is able to explicitly encompass different types of dialogues. In [13], the
use of several types of dialogues in the context of team formation problem is analyzed and
their relationships with agent mental attitudes are considered. A method for the specifica-
tion of dialogue games is proposed in [10], in particular a persuasion dialogue game based
on Toulmin argument schema is introduced, showing how an articulated model of argu-
ment structure may support the representation of reasonable realistic dialogues. In [1,2,44,
48] several types of argumentation-based dialogues are analyzed. For instance, argumenta-
tion is used to support negotiation in the sense that “offers can be supported by arguments,
which, broadly speaking, equate to explanations for why the offer was made”. A dialogue
protocol is defined encompassing several “dialogue moves”: each agent uses an argumen-
tation system to check whether the “rationality” preconditions of possible dialogue moves
are satisfied. The underlying argumentation model is less general than the one we consider:
it relies on a specific definition of attack and the notion of justification is provided in terms
of a dialogue tree representation, which roughly corresponds to a particular case of defeat
graph. Moreover it is assumed that agents are always available to communicate arguments
supporting their assertions.
As recalled in [10], “dialogue games are normative, in that they prescribe what can be
done in the dialogue”: different games are appropriate for different goals and feature spe-
cific properties. Our work is complementary to this research area, since it does not assume
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the defeat status in a distributed context independently of the rules governing the dialogue
among agents. In fact, these aspects are largely independent, as confirmed by the fact that
several of the works mentioned above abstract from the issue of defeat status computation,
while others regard it as a sort of independent choice. For instance, in [48] the use of the
grounded semantics as a basis for the model of dialogue is explicitly regarded as “some-
what arbitrary”, since “any other argumentation system could be used as the basis of the
dialogue systems”.
Similar considerations can be applied to other works where argumentation-based dia-
logues have been considered with reference to more specific goals. In [35], dealing with
the problem of reaching agreement, arguments are regarded as “utterances whose aim is to
change the intentions (and consequently the actions) of the listener” and are based on men-
tal attitudes. Six types of arguments are considered (such as “promise of future reward”
or “appeal to self-interest”) and their appropriateness in negotiation with different types of
agents (e.g., memoryless, omniscient, etc.) is discussed, while management of contradic-
tions is not explicitly treated. Generally speaking, the actual mechanism for carrying out
contradiction resolution is relatively out of the scope of this study, which aims at defining
general rules of dialogues rather than a semantics of conflict management. For instance,
it is stated in [35]: “we do not focus on logical defeasibility [. . .] rather concentrate on
how argumentation can guide negotiation by supplying a mechanism to agents to influence
the beliefs and actions of others and to achieve coordination in situations where agents
are self-interested”. Analogously, in [61], which deals with negotiation dialogues in the
domain of resource achievement, contradictions are ruled out by assuming consistency of
agents knowledge base. The work in [41] is concerned with the issue of purchase nego-
tiation and, again, focuses on the proposal of a dialogue game protocol, with the relevant
speech acts and the rules prescribing what locutions agents should utter, rather than on the
determination of the defeat status of arguments.
Works explicitly taking into account the issue of assigning a justification status to argu-
ments are more directly related to our proposal. As mentioned in Section 1, the underlying
architectural choices determine different ways of tackling the problem, for which three
main cases can be identified.
Assuming the existence of centralized structures may provide significant advantages,
since they allow a simpler formulation of the problem and make it easier to guarantee the
respect of some desired system properties. On the one hand, centralized structures may be
employed for sharing arguments and computing their defeat status at a global level. This
is the case for Agoras [39], where arguments proposed by all agents are collected and then
propositions are assigned a modality taking a value among five alternative statuses. Agoras
are also shown to satisfy some principles taken from philosophical studies on scientific
inquiry, as well as some convergence properties of modalities under various hypotheses
concerning the articulation of arguments by participants. Note that, again, this problem,
differently from ours, is related to agent inferential and communication activity. On the
other hand, centralized structures may be exploited as reference entities, in order to estab-
lish and enforce conventions that standardize agent interaction and guarantee that certain
intended actions actually take place while unwanted situations are prevented. This is the
role of electronic institutions proposed in [21,42]. Our proposal is not incompatible with
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tending the studies of the properties of this kind of structures in contexts where several of
them are present and need to interact. For instance, one might imagine interactions between
agents pertaining to different electronic institutions or distinct Agoras referring to different
scientific domains. In these cases, unless a global entity at a higher level is provided, one is
lead to consider the problems inherent to distributed defeat status computation. Our model
is appropriate for these situations, since the assumption of a fully distributed scheduler
covers the existence of a set of schedulers managing in a centralized way some subsets
of arguments, and the property of self-stabilization ensures the desired behavior of the
global system. Analogous considerations have been applied for similar reasons in the area
of Distributed Constraint Satisfaction (see Section 8.3).
An alternative architectural choice encompasses peer-to-peer interactions between
agents. An influential work in this area is the one presented in [43], which is focused
on argumentation-based negotiation about goals to be achieved. The defeat status of ar-
guments is computed according to a semantics based on the acceptability classes: if an
argument α has a counter-argument β , it is not considered as justified even if additional
information invalidates β . However reinstatement is a desirable feature of non-monotonic
reasoning, captured by the majority of approaches [59]: for this reason we have included it
in the requirements of a generic valid semantics (see Section 2) and we have adopted the
grounded semantics. Apart from this rather technical difference, a more significant point
is that the argumentation model of [43] assumes that agents always exchange complete
arguments, i.e., that each piece of information is communicated along with its justification.
As already mentioned in Section 1, this is a common assumption, which allows simpler
solutions to the defeat status computation problem. The fact that agents provide reasons
supporting their assertions has been considered an essential property of argumentation-
based communication in [45], which turns out to be useful from several points of view, for
instance it may enable the solution to joint problems [43] or speed up the conflict manage-
ment process [31]. However, as already discussed in Section 1, it has been pointed out in
several works that this assumption may not be applicable in some contexts. Our proposal
does not rely on any underlying choice about this issue: while it is compatible with the
exchange of complete arguments, it addresses the cases where not all agents are always
available to such a complete sharing of information. Again, our general model covers all
hybrid cases, since the communication of a whole argument as well of a partial one cor-
responds to a particular modification of an inference graph, which is in any case properly
managed by our self-stabilizing algorithms.
While in the approaches examined so far attention is mainly paid to the definition and
properties of dialogue protocols, other works specifically consider the relationship between
argumentation semantics and disputes involving the exchange of arguments and counterar-
guments. In [68], two dialectical proof theories are proposed for verifying the status of one
argument with respect to Dung’s preferred semantics: a credulous version checks whether
the argument belongs to at least one extension, while a skeptical version checks whether
the argument belongs to all of the extensions. The skeptical version is restricted to the
case of coherent argumentation systems, namely those where preferred semantics coin-
cides with stable semantics. Complexity issues relevant to this kind of disputes have been
analyzed in [18,19]. In particular, [18], besides reviewing complexity results concerning
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whether a finite argumentation system is coherent is 	(p)2 -complete, while the work pre-
sented in [19] provides a formalization of the disputes introduced in [68] and analyzes the
relevant complexity, in terms of number of moves. The work in [58] considers the more
general case of dynamic disputes, where the available information may vary during the
game, and studies the appropriateness of dialogue protocols in terms of the properties of
soundness and fairness with respect to dialectical proof theories. The results presented in
these works mainly concern preferred semantics, while we adopt the grounded semantics,
having shown that defeat status computation for preferred semantics is in general unfea-
sible in a distributed context, due to the well-known impossibility of symmetry breaking
in uniform self-stabilizing systems. The feasibility of preferred semantics for disputes is
ensured by the peculiar features of the relevant games: two agents with distinguished roles
are considered, they make moves according to a strict turn-taking policy and exchange
complete arguments. It is an interesting open question how far these assumptions may
be relaxed while preserving feasibility of preferred semantics. It is also worth noting that
problems related to preferred semantics are known to be computationally hard in the cen-
tralized case, and this feature is in a sense inherited by dispute protocols. On the other hand,
grounded semantics is tractable in the centralized case and we have shown that tractability
is preserved in our distributed algorithms.
We can summarize the analysis carried out so far referring to the classification intro-
duced in Section 1: what distinguishes our work from existing literature is the reference
to the third class of systems where neither centralization nor exchange of complete argu-
ments are given for granted. In fact, the works surveyed above either rely on some form
of centralization (such as Agoras [39]) or encompass protocols where a fundamental prop-
erty is that agents are always available to provide justifications for their assertions [46].
These assumptions are adequate in many contexts, as witnessed by the variety of exist-
ing approaches, and are useful to ensure several advantageous properties. While we do
not deny the appropriateness and the advantages of these assumptions in the cases where
they are applicable, the existence of significant application contexts where they are not has
to be acknowledged. Reasons why agents may not be available to share arguments have
been evidenced, for instance, in [39], while in [74] it is underlined that there are situations
where concurrent and mutually dependent negotiations involving multiple agents have to
be considered and some of the consequent additional complications are analyzed. In this
respect, our approach adopts a general perspective: we do not refer to specific classes of
problems, such as negotiation or scientific inquiry, but rather we consider defeat status
computation as a central issue of the distributed argumentation process. Differently from
argument games, which deal with dialectic proofs of one argument at a time involving two
agents, we address defeat status assignment for generic sets of arguments involving a com-
munity of interacting agents, where the self-stabilization requirement allows to handle any
dynamism both at the level of produced arguments and of agent entering or leaving the
system.
Since our focus is on defeat status computation, the notions of termination and com-
plexity we have analyzed refer to distinct kinds of computational activities with respect to
those considered in the context of dialogue games. For instance, in [61,66], termination
concerns the inferential activity of different agents. Specifically, the analysis is focused on
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nation roughly means that further inferences are not possible. However, we have shown
in Section 3 that even in absence of further inferential activity the assignment of a defeat
status to arguments in a multi-agent context is affected by a stabilization problem, there-
fore our work faces a distinct and complementary question. In [19], complexity refers to
the number of moves played by agents in a dispute, while our results concern the round
complexity of distributed algorithms where agents exchange information about the justifi-
cation status of arguments. Similar considerations can be drawn as far as other proposals
of dialogue games are concerned, such as [46,47,68]. Also the notion of stability of defeat
status considered in [39] actually refers to changes due to the production of new arguments,
while, as already remarked, stability issues in our case may arise also in absence of new
argument production.
8.3. Distributed constraint satisfaction
At the level of the techniques adopted, some interesting relationships can be drawn
between our work and the Distributed Constraint Satisfaction Problem (DCSP), namely
a constraint satisfaction problem where variables and constraints are distributed among
multiple agents [12,72,73]. In particular, we share with [12] some of the basic choices con-
cerning the computational model, e.g., nonexistence of central shared memory and local
computations, since they ensure the highest level of generality, as well as the focus on the
self-stabilization property because it yields robustness in the face of dynamically changing
environments. It has however to be noted that the problem of computing the defeat status
does not belong to the family of CSPs, since the requirements imposed by the semantics
are not expressed in terms of a set of local constraints. Moreover, in [12] an impossibility
theorem under a uniform model of computation is presented, based on the impossibility of
symmetry breaking in a cycle. This kind of reasoning can not be applied to defeat status
computation since instead symmetry in a cycle is imposed by the argumentation semantics.
One might, anyway, consider the possibility of achieving the satisfaction of our super-
coherence conditions SCs′ and SCs′′ (see Sections 6 and 7 respectively) by means of the
distributed algorithms proposed in [12,72,73] that guarantee completeness. As to the al-
gorithms presented in [72,73], it can be noted, however, that they are strongly based on
a monotonic restriction of admissible values of variables, obtained by propagating con-
straints (called nogoods), while being inherently unable to accommodate modifications
of constraints other than adjunctions. This prevents such algorithms from being self-
stabilizing, and, in our context, from achieving the necessary revision of the defeat status
of arguments caused by a modification of the inference graph.
Other disadvantages to the use of DCSP approach in our context are common to all the
proposals cited above:
• in DCSP nodes are not assumed to be uniform (in particular each of them has a distinct
identifier in [72,73], all nodes but one are identical in [12]), while in our approach we
adopt the requirement of uniform self-stabilization (see Section 4.1);
• as with classical CSP, the worst-case time complexity is in general exponential in
the number of variables, while the worst-case round complexity of our algorithms
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algorithm;
• each node is required to store a great deal of information, which may also concern
agents not directly related by constraints. In contrast, in our algorithms the information
exploited by each node is as local as possible, consisting only in the state assignments
of its neighbors and, in the general case, an additional numeric value which can not be
considered a violation of the privacy of other nodes.
DCSP and argumentation are combined in the work of Jung et al. [31]. However they
use the term argumentation with the specific and restricted meaning of communicating
local constraints between nodes of DCSP. They aim at studying efficiency improvements
over previous DCSP algorithms, while retaining the basic approach and assumptions, and,
therefore, also the differences discussed above with respect to our proposal.
9. Conclusions
In this paper, we have considered the issue of conflict management in a distributed set-
ting using argumentation theory. For the sake of generality, we have adopted as a basic
model Dung’s abstract argumentation framework [17] which studies the semantics under-
lying the defeat status assignment to the elements of a set, whose interaction is represented
by a binary relation of attack. In [17,59] it is shown that Dung’s framework encom-
passes several theories of argumentation and nonmonotonic reasoning. Moreover, since
this framework does not make any assumption about the nature or the origin of arguments
and of the attack relationship, it represents a general model for a theory of conflict manage-
ment among processes of any kind, and provides a well-founded semantics independently
of its interpretation in terms of specific argumentation approaches. This ensures that the re-
sults presented in this work are relevant to a large variety of contexts where the existence of
globally consistent information and of a centralized control can not be assumed. In particu-
lar, since the role of argumentation as a key form of interaction among autonomous agents
has been explicitly recognized in the multi-agent systems literature, our analysis covers a
broad family of multi-agent architectures including fully decentralized as well as hybrid
systems, where some form of centralization is present at the level of groups of agents. In
this perspective, we have investigated the issue of defeat status computation in a distrib-
uted context, assuming the most general hypotheses concerning locality of information,
asynchronism among node operation, and dynamic modifications of the inference graph
topology. We have identified a basic stability problem, and therefore we have focused on
the fundamental requirement of self-stabilization.
As to our knowledge, the problem of devising self-stabilizing distributed algorithms for
defeat status computation has been considered only in our previous works [4,5,25]: in [4]
we have proposed an algorithm handling rebutting defeat only, while a more general but ap-
proximate algorithm has been presented in [5]; the relationships between these algorithms
have been analyzed in [25]. Both algorithms are based on the defeat graph representation,
where inference edges are not explicitly represented. The present work considers the issue
of defeat status computation from the general perspective of inference graphs (instead of
250 P. Baroni et al. / Artificial Intelligence 165 (2005) 187–259defeat graphs), which, in particular, is more appropriate in a multi-agent context. In fact,
in the defeat graph, subargument relationships are not modeled, therefore the defeat graph
does not provide a formal counterpart to the cases where an agent exploits, for its infer-
ential activity, information acquired from other agents. Moreover, in the defeat graph, the
defeat edges directed to one node correspond to all attack edges that in the inference graph
are directed into its subarguments. Therefore, the use of defeat graph is in contrast with the
requirements of privacy and locality of information because, in order to draw defeat links,
attacks concerning an agent would need to be communicated also to other agents related
with it by inference edges, while these communications are not necessary in the inference
graph.
Besides considering a more general kind of graph representation, the present work
extends our previous results in several directions and reaches significant additional con-
clusions, concerning both abstract general properties and algorithmic issues. The main
contributions can be summarized as follows.
First of all, it proves the fundamental negative result presented in Theorem 11, where
the impossibility of a self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status computation with a valid
semantics, i.e., for any semantics satisfying a minimal set of properties common to all
literature proposals, is shown and its consequences are derived and discussed.
Second, in the search of approximated solutions, it defines two self-stabilizing algo-
rithms, that can solve the problem of distributed defeat status computation in two signifi-
cant cases, namely:
• an algorithm (defined in the two versions REB1 and REB2, with a centralized and
distributed scheduler respectively) that terminates and computes the right global defeat
status assignment for any inference graph satisfying a topological restriction entailed
by the presence of rebutting defeaters only, while not giving any guarantee outside this
restriction;
• an algorithm (defined in the two versions GEN1 and GEN2, with a centralized and
distributed scheduler respectively) that terminates for any inference graph but may
provide cautiously incorrect results if the maximal length of defeat chains exceeds an
established threshold N .
Note that while the second algorithm is strictly more general as far as termination is con-
cerned, there are graphs correctly handled by the first one for which the second algorithm
provides (cautious) incorrect results. For instance, the first algorithm is able to deal with
any graph made up of a single defeat chain of arbitrary length.
Third, worst-case round complexity of both algorithms is analyzed: the former is linear
while the latter is quadratic in the number of nodes. It turns out that the algorithm that
is based on less restrictive assumptions yields an increased computational complexity, in
addition it requires a sort of guess on the threshold N . This guess is related with a trade-off
between efficiency and cautiousness: the lower is the threshold, the lower is the number of
rounds required to complete the computation in the worst case, but the larger is the number
of possibly incorrect (though cautious) defeat status assignments.
These complexity results are made more significant by the fact that it is proved that
no better complexity can be achieved by any self-stabilizing algorithm for defeat status
P. Baroni et al. / Artificial Intelligence 165 (2005) 187–259 251computation operating under the same conditions, and analogous considerations have been
drawn about the locality of information. Therefore these results, besides representing the
solution to a problem previously not considered in the literature in its full generality, may
be regarded as a theoretical reference from two viewpoints: under the general hypothe-
ses we adopted, they represent a sort of upper bounds with respect to the feasibility and
complexity of distributed conflict management by defeat status computation; otherwise
they provide a well-founded starting point for the investigation of advantages that can be
achieved by introducing additional restrictive assumptions. We leave this issue as a topic
for future research work.
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Appendix A. Proofs of Section 6.3
Proof of Lemma 35. According to the supercoherence conditions, L1(α) = DEF can
hold in two cases. In the first case, on the basis of the first supercoherence condi-
tion ∃β ∈ IMM(α) : L1(β) = DEF, while the supercoherence conditions for L2 yield
L2(β) = UNDEF (since L2(α) = UNDEF can hold only in the first case of condition
3(c)). In the other case (see the supercoherence conditions 2 and 3(a)) ∃β ∈ superiors(α) :
L1(β) = UNDEF, while the first case of the supercoherence condition 3(c) for L2 yields
L2(β) = DEF. Thus, we have proved that, if L1(α) = DEF and L2(α) = UNDEF, then
either ∃β ∈ IMM(α) : L1(β) = DEF ∧ L2(β) = UNDEF, or ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : L1(β) =
UNDEF ∧L2(β) = DEF.
We can now prove the lemma by induction on the length of α. First, if α is atomic (i.e.,
IMM(α) = ∅) then ∃β ∈ superiors(α) such that L1(β) = L2(β), and since Proposition 29
entails that β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)), the lemma is proved in the basis case.
Then, let us suppose that the length l(α) = k > 1, and that the lemma holds for all the
arguments having a length strictly lower than k. If ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : L1(β) = UNDEF ∧
L2(β) = DEF, then the lemma follows immediately as above, otherwise it must be the
case that ∃β ∈ IMM(α) : L1(β) = DEF ∧ L2(β) = UNDEF. If β /∈ SCC(α), then taking
into account Definition 27 we have that β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)), and we are done. In
the other case, i.e., β ∈ SCC(α), since l(β) < k we have by the inductive hypothesis that
∃γ ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(β)) such that L1(γ ) = L2(γ ), and the lemma follows from the fact
that SCC(β) = SCC(α). 
Proof of Lemma 36. As in the proof of the previous lemma, we distinguish two cases for
L1. In the first case, ∃β ∈ IMM(α) : L1(β) = DEF, while L2(α) = PROV can hold only
if L2(β) = DEF (see the supercoherence conditions 2-second case, 3(b) and 3(c)-second
case). In the other case, ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : L1(β) = UNDEF, while the same superco-
herence conditions for L2 entails that L2(β) = UNDEF. Thus, we have proved that, if
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DEF, or ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : L1(β) = UNDEF ∧L2(β) = UNDEF.
As in the previous lemma, the proof is by induction on l(α). Again, in the basis case
IMM(α) = ∅, therefore ∃β ∈ superiors(α) such that L1(β) = L2(β), and the conclusion
follows from Proposition 29. As for the induction step, we assume that l(α) > 1 and that
the lemma holds for arguments with lower length, and the proof follows the same steps
as in the above lemma. In particular, if ∃β ∈ superiors(α) : L1(β) = UNDEF ∧ L2(β) =
UNDEF, then the lemma is proved by taking into account Proposition 29. In the other case,
∃β ∈ IMM(α) : L1(β) = DEF ∧ L2(β) = DEF. If β /∈ SCC(α) we are done, otherwise
it must be the case that ∃γ ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(β)) such that L1(γ ) = L2(γ ). In fact, if
L2(β) = UNDEF then this condition follows from Lemma 35, while if L2(β) = PROV
then this condition follows from the induction hypothesis. Since SCC(β) = SCC(α), the
lemma is proved. 
Proof of Lemma 37. According to the supercoherence conditions, there are three cases in
which L1(α) = PROV can hold.
First, if the second case of supercoherence condition 2 is satisfied, then ∃β ∈ IMM(α) :
L1(β) = PROV, while the first case of the supercoherence condition 3(c) for L2 entails
that L2(β) = UNDEF.
In the second case, the supercoherence condition 3(b) is satisfied for L1(α), therefore
∃β ∈ superiors(α) : L1(β) = PROV, while the first case of the supercoherence condition
3(c) for L2 entails that L2(β) = DEF. Taking into account Proposition 29, we have that
∃β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)) : L1(β) = L2(β).
Finally, if the second case of the supercoherence condition 3(c) is satisfied for L1(α),
then ∃γ ∈ contenders(α) : L1(γ ) = DEF, while the first case of the supercoherence con-
dition 3(c) for L2 entails that L2(γ ) = DEF. As a consequence, by Lemma 35 (in
case L1(γ ) = UNDEF) or Lemma 36 (in case L1(γ ) = PROV) we have that ∃β ∈
d-parents∗(SCC(γ )) : L1(β) = L2(β). Now, since γ ∈ contenders(α) we have that γ ∈
SCC(α), therefore ∃β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)) : L1(β) = L2(β).
Thus, we have proved that, if L1(α) = PROV and L2(α) = UNDEF, then either ∃β ∈
IMM(α) : L1(β) = PROV ∧ L2(β) = UNDEF, or ∃β ∈ d-parents∗(SCC(α)) : L1(β) =
L2(β). As a consequence, the lemma can be proved by induction on the length of α, in an
analogous way as in the proof of Lemma 35. 
Appendix B. Proofs of Section 6.5
In order to simplify the following proofs, we will refer to Table B.1, which synthesizes
the behavior of Algorithm REB1 presented in Fig. 6. More specifically, the state enforced
by a move of a generic node α is indicated on the basis of the states of its neighbors: each
row corresponds to a particular condition on superiors(α), while each column corresponds
to a specific condition on IMM(α).
Proof of Lemma 44. The proof is by induction on k.
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contenders(α) = ∅ or all DEF : UNDEF
otherwise : PROV
Basis. We prove that if degS(α) = 1 then α satisfies the claim after the first round. First,
degS(α) = 1 entails that ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) γ /∈ S, therefore γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) and is stable by
the hypothesis. Moreover, all nodes of superiors(α) are stable as well, since they belong to
d-parents∗(S) by Proposition 29. Then, the claim easily follows by inspection of Table B.1,
taking into account the definition of SD , SP and SUP.
Induction hypothesis. After k rounds, the claim is verified for all nodes α such that
degS(α) k.
Induction step. Let α be a node such that degS(α) = k + 1. This entails that ∀γ ∈
IMM(α) either γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) or degS(α)  k. Taking into account the hypothesis of
the lemma and the induction hypothesis, we have that ∀γ ∈ IMM(α):
• if γ ∈ SD then γ is stable with s[γ ] = DEF;
• if γ ∈ SP then γ is stable with s[γ ] = PROV;
• if γ ∈ SUP then s[γ ] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV};
• if γ ∈ d-parents∗(S) then γ is stable.
Taking into account that all nodes of superiors(α) belong to d-parents∗(S), thus are sta-
ble as well, it can be seen by inspection of Table B.1 that α satisfies the claim after the
subsequent round, i.e., after k + 1 rounds. 
Proof of Lemma 45. With reference to Table B.1, the conditions on IMM(α) and
superiors(α) entail that either α is stable with s[α] = PROV, or its state is determined
on the basis of its contenders as indicated in the last cell of the table. In the latter case, the
claim follows from the condition on contenders(α), taking into account that provisionally
defeated contenders and undefeated contenders have the same effect in the determination
of the state of α. 
Proof of Lemma 46. With reference to Table B.1, the conditions on IMM(α) and
superiors(α) entail that the state of α is determined as in the last two cells. More-
over, in case s[α] is determined as in the last cell the condition on contenders(α) yields
the assignment s[α] = PROV. As a consequence, in one round α becomes stable with
s[α] = PROV. 
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rounds we have that:
∀γ ∈ S :
{ if γ ∈ SD then γ is stable with s[γ ] = DEF
if γ ∈ SP then γ is stable with s[γ ] = PROV
if γ ∈ SUP then s[γ ] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}
(B.1)
In case |SUP| = 0, the conclusion follows immediately. Otherwise, with reference to a
generic node α ∈ SUP, we prove the lemma by induction on degS(α).
Basis. If degS(α) = 1 then IMM(α)∩ S = ∅, therefore taking into account the hypothe-
sis of the lemma, the definition of SUP and (B.1) we have that:
• ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) γ is stable with s[γ ] = DEF;
• ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) γ is stable with s[γ ] = UNDEF;
• ∀γ ∈ contenders(α) γ is stable or s[γ ] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}.
Therefore, on the basis of Lemma 45, α becomes stable in one round with s[α] ∈
{UNDEF,PROV}.
Induction hypothesis. After k subsequent rounds, ∀γ ∈ SUP : degS(γ ) k, γ is stable
with s[γ ] ∈ {UNDEF,PROV}.
Induction step. Given a node α ∈ SUP such that degS(α) = k + 1, taking into account
the hypothesis of the lemma, the definition of SUP, (B.1) and the induction hypothesis we
have that
• ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) γ is stable with s[γ ] = DEF;
• ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) γ is stable with s[γ ] ∈ {UNDEF,PROV};
• ∀γ ∈ contenders(α) γ is stable or s[γ ] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}.
As a consequence, on the basis of Lemma 45, after round k + 1, α is stable with s[γ ] ∈
{UNDEF,PROV}. 
Proof of Lemma 48. As in the proof of Lemma 47, we notice that after deg1S rounds ∀γ ∈
SUP, s[γ ] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}. Taking into account the hypothesis and
the definition of SUP, we have that ∀α ∈ SUP : degS(α) = degmaxSUP the following conditions
hold:
• ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) s[γ ] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV};
• ∀γ ∈ superiors(α) γ is stable with s[γ ] = DEF;
• ∃γ ∈ contenders(α) : s[γ ] will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}.
As a consequence, on the basis of Lemma 46 all these nodes become stable in the first
subsequent round with s[α] = PROV. 
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
∀α ∈ SD : degS(α) deg2S α is stable with s[α] = DEF
∀α ∈ SP : degS(α) deg2S α is stable with s[α] = PROV
∀α ∈ SUP : degS(α) deg2S α will always belong to {UNDEF,PROV}
(B.2)
With reference to a generic node β ∈ S such that β ∈ sub(β1), we prove the lemma by
induction on degS(β).
Basis. If degS(β) = 1, we distinguish two cases for β . If β ∈ (SD ∪SP ), then it is stable
by (B.2). If β ∈ SUP, then according to the definition of SUP it must be the case that ∀γ ∈
IMM(β) γ is stable with s[γ ] = UNDEF, and ∀γ ∈ superiors(β) γ is stable with s[γ ] =
DEF. Moreover, on the basis of Definition 53 we have that either contenders(β) = ∅
or ∀γ ∈ contenders(β) γ /∈ sub(β1), which according to the definition of deg2S entails
that degS(γ )  deg2S . Taking into account (B.2), we have that either contenders(β) = ∅
or ∀γ ∈ contenders(β) either γ is stable or γ stably belongs to {UNDEF,PROV}. As
a consequence, Lemma 45 entails that β becomes stable in one round with s[β] ∈
{UNDEF,PROV}.
Induction hypothesis. After deg2S + k rounds, ∀γ ∈ S : degS(γ ) k γ is stable and, in
particular, if γ ∈ SUP then s[γ ] ∈ {UNDEF,PROV}.
Induction step. If degS(β) = k + 1, then ∀γ ∈ IMM(β) degS(β)  k, therefore by the
induction hypothesis γ is stable. Then, reasoning in a similar way as in the basic case, we
can apply Lemma 45 to β , taking into account that, according to the definition of SUP,
∀γ ∈ IMM(β) either γ ∈ d-parents∗(S), and therefore s[γ ] = UNDEF and γ is stable by
the hypothesis, or γ ∈ SUP, and therefore by the induction hypothesis γ is stable with
s[γ ] ∈ {UNDEF,PROV}. 
Appendix C. Proofs of Section 7.1
Proof of Lemma 59. The proof is by induction on the length l(α). As for the basis case,
let us assume that l(α) = 1, therefore IMM(α) = ∅. We reason by contradiction: according
to the SCs′′, s[α] = DEF(0) can be given only by the first SC′′, with min LEVDEF(α) = 0,
i.e., min (
⋃
β∈DIRUND(α){d[β] + 1}) = 0. But this entails that ∃β ∈ DIRUND(α) such that
d[β] = −1, while the value of d[β] is nonnegative by definition. As for the induction step,
i.e., l(α) > 1, we reason in the same way as in the basis case, taking into account that, by
the induction hypothesis, ∀β ∈ IMM(α) s[β] = DEF(0). As a consequence, we have that
∀β ∈ IMMDEF(α) d[β] > 0. However, if s[α] = DEF(0) then according to the first SC′′
we must have that min LEVDEF(α) = 0, which, taking into account the condition above,
yields ∃β ∈ DIRUND(α) such that d[β] = −1, which is impossible. 
Proof of Lemma 60. The proof can be easily obtained by induction on the length of α,
taking into account that if ∃γ ∈ IMM(α) : s[γ ] = DEF(k) then DCAUSE(α) is verified and
min LEVDEF(α) k, therefore according to the first SC′′ s[α] = DEF(i) with i  k. 
Proof of Lemma 61. The proof can be easily obtained by induction on the length of α,
taking into account that, if ∃γ ∈ IMM(α) : s[γ ] ∈ {DEF(k),PROV}, then DCAUSE(α)
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PROV}. 
Proof of Lemma 62. First of all, let us prove that, for any node β ∈ VI ,
s[β] = UNDEF(i)∧ ∃β ∈ IMM(β) : s[β ] = UNDEF(k) ⇒ i  k (C.1)
According to the SCs′′, s[β] = UNDEF(i) can be given only by the third SC′′ (first case),
with i = max LEVUND(β). Now, β ∈ IMMUND(β), and since d[β ] = k we have that
max LEVUND(β) k, therefore i  k.
Now, taking into account Lemmas 60 and 61, it turns out that ∀α′ ∈ sub(α)
status[α′] = UNDEF, otherwise status[α] would be either DEF or PROV. As a conse-
quence, the proof can be obtained by applying inductively (C.1) on the subarguments of α,
starting from α. 
Proof of Lemma 63. The proof is by induction on l(α). In the basis case, IMM(α) = ∅,
therefore sub(α) = {α}. Then by hypothesis, ¬DCAUSE(α) and ¬PCAUSE(α) are veri-
fied, and max LEVUND(α)  k + 1  N . Therefore, according to the third SC′′ (case 1)
we have that s[α] = UNDEF(m) with m k + 1.
As for the induction step, we suppose inductively that the lemma holds for arguments
with length lesser than l, and show that it holds for an argument α such that l(α) = l +
1. By the induction hypothesis, the lemma holds for all β ∈ sub(α) \ {α}, therefore we
have in particular that ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) s[γ ] = UNDEF(i) with i  k + 1N . Then, taking
into account the hypothesis of the lemma with α = α, we have that ¬DCAUSE(α) and
¬PCAUSE(α) are verified, and max LEVUND(α)  k + 1  N . Again, according to the
third SC′′ (case 1) it turns out that s[α ] = UNDEF(m) with m k + 1. 
Proof of Lemma 64. The proof is by induction on l(α). In the basis case, i.e.,
IMM(α) = ∅, s[α] = DEF(i) can be given only by the first SC′′ (first case), with
i = min LEVDEF(α). Taking into account the hypothesis and the fact that IMM(α) = ∅,
we have that min LEVDEF(α) k + 1. As for the induction step, we suppose inductively
that the lemma holds for arguments with length lesser than l(α), therefore in particular we
have that ∀γ ∈ IMM(α) if s[γ ] = DEF(j) then j  k + 1. Taking into account the hypoth-
esis of the lemma with α = α, it turns out again by the first SC′′ that if s[α] = DEF(i) then
i  k + 1. 
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